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Common Questions
Mission Statement
Mercy College is committed to providing motivated students the opportunity to transform their
lives through higher education by offering liberal arts and professional programs in personalized
and high quality learning environments, thus preparing students to embark on rewarding careers,
to continue learning throughout their lives and to act ethically and responsibly in a changing
world.

Mercy College History
Founded as a Junior College in 1950 under the auspices of the Sisters of Mercy, Mercy College
became a four-year institution offering programs leading to the baccalaureate degree in 1961.
The College received full accreditation from the Middle States Association in 1968. In the next
half-decade, Mercy boldly set a course for its future with a series of actions which included
declaring itself independent, non-sectarian, and co-educational.
Mercy College's innovative spirit soared in the 1970s when it established extension centers and
branch campuses throughout communities in Westchester County and New York City. Mercy
College positioned itself on the leading edge of the student market. Over time populations
came to include adult and first generation student populations - including veterans, police
officers, fire fighters, and immigrants.
In 1981, to further expand academic and career opportunities for its students, Mercy College was
authorized to offer its first graduate program in Nursing. Over the last three decades, about 30
diverse graduate programs were established. Mercy College has become one of the leading
providers of teacher education preparation for the New York City Schools and the surrounding
communities. In 2006, the College was granted authorization to offer its first doctoral program in
Physical Therapy.
Mercy College added an online learning platform in the late 1980s and was soon granted the
ability to offer entire degree programs online. The online initiative blossomed into a full-service
online campus providing access to more than 25 undergraduate and graduate programs and
offering a full suite of student services.
In 2000, as the College celebrated its 50th anniversary, it focused its efforts on consolidating its
New York City teaching locations by opening two state-of-the-art campuses in Manhattan and

the Bronx, bringing the total number of campus locations to four (including Dobbs Ferry and
Yorktown).
Throughout its history, Mercy College has remained committed to its mission – to make available
the transformational power of a college education to those who would not have otherwise had
the opportunity. Through new innovations such as the Mercy College PACT, the college is
continuing to show its dedication to quality education, student support and affordability.

Fast Facts
Locations
Dobbs Ferry, Bronx, Manhattan, Yorktown Heights and online
Founding Date
1950
Interim President
Concetta M. Stewart, Ph.D.
Character
Private, nonsectarian, coeducational college
Schools
School of Business; School of Education; School of Health and Natural Sciences; School of Liberal
Arts; School of Social and Behavioral Sciences; Mercy Online.
Faculty
194 full-time professors with a significant majority holding the highest degree in their
respective fields. The faculty includes Fulbright Scholars, published and national best-selling
authors.
Student Body
Full-time undergraduate enrollment is 5,547. Total enrollment, including part-time undergraduate
and graduate, is approximately 11,650. The student population is approximately 27% male and
73% female.
States/Countries
Our total student body has students from 34 states and 21 countries.
Degrees
Bachelor's and Master's degrees offered in more than 90 program options, including 40 programs
online. A Doctor of Physical Therapy is offered as well as a number of certificates.
Class Size
89% of all undergraduate classes has fewer than 30 students and 45% have fewer than 20
students

Alumni
More than 47,000 alumni
Athletics
Ten men's and women's teams compete in NCAA Division II sports.

What is the Generic Contact Information for Mercy?
MAIN CONTACT INFORMATION
Legal Institution Name

Mercy College

Mailing Address

555 Broadway, Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522

Main Telephone

(800) 637-2969 or 1-800-MERCY-NY

Website Address

www.mercy.edu

Email Address for Admissions

admissions@mercy.edu

Admissions Telephone

(877) 637-2946 or 1-877-MERCY-GO

Admissions Fax Number

(914) 674-7382

CAMPUS LOCATIONS

ADDRESS

Dobbs Ferry Campus (MAIN)

555 Broadway, Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522

Bronx Campus

1200 Waters Place, Bronx, NY 10461

Manhattan Campus

66 West 35th Street, New York, NY 10001

Yorktown

2651 Strang Boulevard, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598

DEPARTMENT CONTACTS
Career Services

914-674-7223

CareerServices@mercy.edu

Center for Academic Excellence

914-674-7402

tutoring@mercy.edu

GradPASS

914-674-3050

gradpass@mercy.edu

Health Office (Dobbs Ferry only)

914-674-7255

IT Helpdesk

914-674-7526

HelpDesk@mercy.edu

Judicial Matters

914-674-7622

pchristiano@mercy.edu

Library Learning Commons

914-674-7256

LibCirc@mercy.edu

Office of Disability Services

914-674-7764

DisabilityServices@mercy.edu

Mercy Online Learning

914-674-7521

mercyonline@mercy.edu

PACT

914-674-7228

PACT@mercy.edu

Registrar

914-674-3105

Registrar@mercy.edu

Residential Life

914-674-7277

ResidentialLife@mercy.edu

Student Counseling Services

914-674-7233

StudentCounselingCenter@mercy.edu

718-678-8775
Student Services Associate
Directors

Dobbs Ferry: 914-674-3089
Bronx: 718-678-8485
Manhattan: 212-615-3303
Yorktown Heights: 914-674-7639

What is Banner?
Banner is an administrative software application developed specifically for higher
education institutions by Sungard Higher Education. Banner maintains student, financial
and personnel data. It consists of five integrated systems:
Finance
Student
Financial
Aid
Human Resources
General
The systems are highly integrated because they all share a common database. This common
database is shared by everyone who uses Banner at Mercy College, which makes it easy to
maintain records on someone who applies to the University, becomes a student, graduates,
and then becomes an employee. Technically, data is not actually stored in Banner. Data is
stored in a powerful database called ORACLE. It would be difficult for a non‐technical user to
directly add or retrieve data from the actual database. The Banner software acts as an
interface to the ORACLE database, making the job of adding or retrieving data much easier.
Banner provides the features and processing capabilities needed for student information
(admissions, registration, etc.), human resources information (employee benefits,
salary/deduction history, etc.), financial aid information (needs analysis, packaging, etc.) and
finance information (general ledger, accounts payable, accounts receivable, etc.).
Because of the common database, multiple departments use the information entered into
Banner. Other departments share data, sometimes several years in the future. For example, a
name change would be reflected in the Student, Financial Aid, Human Resource systems.
Though information on Banner is shared, many users are allowed only to look up (query) specific
information. When you perform a query, you retrieve information from the database and display
that information on the screen. Banner has a variety of tools that let you search by name and
automatically retrieve associated information. Banner also has sophisticated security measures
to make sure that only authorized individuals have access to specific data.

Who has access to Banner?
Access to Banner is granted based on your ‘role’ or job at the College as well as the
Banner training you have received.

How do I look up a student in Banner?
SCT Internet Native Banner-INB is the program used for most processing functions. The log on is
http://inbrod.mercy.local:7782/
Remember to Save using the disk icon on the toolbar when going between tabs and screens. On
certain screens you will not be able to move forward without saving, which will be indicated on
bottom of the screen.

What are the shortcut keys for Banner and how do I read the Banner
toolbar?
Save

Saves all changes made in a form since the last time you
saved. Banner also refers to save as Commit in some
messages.

Rollback
(shift + F7)

Clears all information and returns you to the Key Block of a
form.

Select
(Shift+F3)

Enters the highlighted value into the current field of the form
you are working from.

Insert Record
(F6)

Inserts a new blank record into a group of existing records.

Remove Record
(Shift + F6)

Removes all information for a record. When you Save, the
record will be deleted from the database.

Previous Record
(Shift+UP Arrow)

Moves the cursor to the first enterable field in the previous
record.

Next Record
(Shift + Down Arrow)

Moves the cursor to the first enterable field in the next
record. If the cursor is at the last record, a new record is
created.

Previous Block
(Ctrl+PgUp)

Moves the cursor to the previous information block in a
form.

Next Block
(Ctrl+PgDn)
Enter Query
(F7)

Moves the cursor to the next information block in a form. If
the next block is in another window of the form, that window
will be opened.
Puts the form into query mode and lets you enter search
criteria to see what information is already in the database.

Execute
(F8)

In query mode, searches the database and displays any
records that match the search criteria.

Cancel
(Ctrl+Q)

Cancels a query and takes a form out of query mode.

Not all keyboard commands are available from every form.

Function

Keys

Function

Keys

Block – clear

Shift+F5

Query – cancel

Ctrl+Q

Block – next

Ctrl+PgDn

Query – enter

F7

Block – previous

Ctrl+PgUp

Query – execute

F8

Count Query Hits

Shift+F2

Record – clear

Shift+F4

Display Oracle Error

Shift+F1

Record – duplicate

F4

Exit

Ctrl+Q

Record – insert

F6

Field – clear

Ctrl+U

Record – next

 or PgDn

Field – duplicate

F3

Record – previous

 or PgUp

Field – next

Tab

Record – remove (delete)

Shift+F6

Field – previous

Shift+Tab

Rollback

Shift+F7

Go To another form

F5

Save

F10

LIST (List Of Values)

F9

Select

Shift+F3

Options

Right Click or F2

Show Keys

Ctrl+F1

Print

Shift+F8

What is the basic Banner terminology?
Banner Forms – Used for entering information into Banner and processing transactions.
Application Forms
Most common type of form
ƒ Used to enter, update, and query
information
•

Inquiry/Query Forms
information to the calling form.

Used to look up existing information often returning
•

•



You can access Inquiry forms from the
main menu, another form, Direct Access,
or with Object Search
You can only access Query forms
from within another form.

Validation Forms

•

Used to define the values that can be
entered in specific fields on application
forms.
Values make up field’s list of values. (LOV)

Banner Online‐ Self‐Service Module
Argos‐ Provides a wide range of reports from Banner.

How can I access a Banner form?
The most commonly used ways to access forms are:
1. Hierarchical menu
2. Go To… Field from the Main Menu
3. Go To… Field accessed by F5 function from a form
4. Options Menu from within a form
5. List of forms accessed during current SCT Banner Session stored in the
File Menu
6. Direct Access Form (GUAPARM)
7. Site Map

1. Hierarchical Menu
When accessing forms from the Main Menu they are displayed as a hierarchy. You can
expand and collapse content by clicking on the folders.

To expand and collapse menus double click the Folder icon

To expand and collapse
menus double click the
folder icon

2. Main Menu “Go To…” field
You can access a form from the Go To… field above the Main Menu, if you know the 7-character
name of the form you wish to access. Follow these steps to access a form from the Main Menu.
You may also use the up and down arrow keys in the Go To… field to access forms you have
previously opened during your current Banner session.

Enter the forms 7‐character
Code name in the Go‐to field
and press Enter or Tab

15

You may also use the up and down
arrow keys in the Go To …. field to
access forms you have previously
opened during your current
Banner session.

2. Options Menu
Forms can also be accessed from the Options menu within a form. When you are in most forms
Banner lists related forms in the Options menu. You may access these forms by choosing them
from the Options menu and
when you close out of the chosen form you will be taken back to the original, or “Calling”, Form.
Note: Options change depending on where you are in Banner

15

3. List of Forms Stored in the File Menu
Forms can be accessed from the list of forms that are stored in the File Menu. Banner retains a
list in the File menu of the forms you have accessed during your current Banner session. You can
quickly access these forms by clicking on the File menu and choosing the form from the list. The
list is refreshed each time you log out and log back in to Banner.

NEED IMAGE

4. Direct Access
You can use Direct Access (GUAPARM) to access a menu, form, or job if you know a form’s 7character code. You can use Direct Access from the main menu or from a form.
NEED IMAGE

What are some of the Banner forms?
Description
Admissions Application & Decision
Test Scores
Holds
Addresses
Biographical/Demorgraphical
Change of Major
High School History
Name Search
Registration
Transfer GPA
Transfer Credits
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SAAADMS
SOATEST
SOAHOLD
SPAIDEN
SPAPERS/SPAIDEN
SGASTDN
SOAHSCH
SOAIDNS
SFAREGS
SHATERM
SHATRNS
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How do I set up Voicemail or use the phone system?
Mercy College uses the Cisco VoIP Telephone System for the queue. A full understanding of
how to operate the phone system will aid the staff member in reducing lost calls, etc. A tutorial
is available at
http://www.cisco.com/E-Learning/bulk/public/celc/7940_Tutorial/index.html
To access an outside line:


Dial 9 + number for all outside calls



For local area access press: 9 and the 7 digit number.
Example 9 555-1234



For long distance access press: 9 1 + Number.
Example 9 1-800-555-1234

In case of emergency dial 911 or 9 911
Note: A “soft key” is a button that appears on the telephone display screen. These keys will
change during different parts of a call.
Place a call on hold
1. Press Hold button (the Hold button lights) or press another line.
2. Press Hold button again to resume call
Place 2nd call (with a call on hold)
1. Place 1st call on hold
2. Press New Call soft key
3. Dial the second number
Note: Use the blue Navigation keys to alternate between 1st and 2nd call and press the Hold
button to resume a call.
Call Waiting
1. When you hear the call waiting beep (single alert)
2. Press the Answer soft key (first call goes on hold)
3. Use the blue Navigation buttons to alternate between calls and press the Hold
button to resume a call.
Transfer a Call
1. While on a call Press Transfer soft key
DESK MANUAL - MARCH 2014
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2. Dial number
3. Wait for answer and announce caller. (optional)
4. Press Transfer soft key again to complete the transfer
5. To cancel a transfer, press EndCall then press Resume to reconnect to the caller.
Call Forwarding
1. Press CFwdAll.
2. Dial “forward to” number.
3. Press # or EndCall.
Cancel Call Forwarding
1. Pick up Hand set
2. Press CFwdAll, and then hang up.
DND (Do not Disturb)
1. Press DND. ( Press again to remove)
Place a Conference Call (3-6 participants)
1. While on a call, press the more soft key then press Confrn soft key (call goes on hold)
2. Call the next person
3. Press Confrn soft key again to add the participant to your call.
(Repeat as necessary)
Remove Participant’s from Conference
1. Press the ConfLi and then use the navigation buttons to highlight the participant’s
you want to remove.
2. Press Remove. You can remove participants only if you initiated the conference.
3. To end your participation in a conference, hang up or press EndCall.
Accessing and setup of your Voicemail:
Default Voice Mail Password is 28349
1. From your IP phone:
 On a 7911 press the Message soft key button.
 On a 7961 or 7941 press the Envelope button
 On a 7931 press the second button down from the top right.
1) Enter password
2) Follow prompts to set up your voice mail box.
2. From another IP phone:
A. Dial your extension
B. Press *
C. Enter your extension and # :
i.

Example 1000#

D. Enter your password and # :
DESK MANUAL - MARCH 2014
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i. Example 123456#
3. From outside of Mercy College:
A. Dial your telephone number
B. Press *
C. Enter your extension and # :
i.

Example 1000#

D. Enter your password and # :
i. Example 123456#

Prospective Students
How do I use the Admissions phone Queue?
877 MERCY GO Queue
Provide accurate information to students – giving them the best possible perspective of Mercy
College. Provide information in a manner that will encourage a positive admissions decision that
is in the best interest of the student/prospective student. Service current students to help them
with their Financial Aid, Student Account and Academic Planning needs.
The Queue – the toll free Mercy College phone number


All SSSC staff are on the queue while working at their desk.



When answering any calls from the queue, the proper greeting/closing is to be used
every time.



Transferring calls to another department should only be used as a last resort – SSSC is the
solution.



Messages for Student Services – all information is entered in to the Shared Drive



Messages for Admissions - all information is entered in to the Shared Drive



Scheduling Placement test appointments – enter data in Banner (SOAAPPT) after
reviewing the calendar located in Public Folders on Outlook



Admissions Appointment and campus tours – entered on calendar located in Public
Folders on Outlook

How to Handle a Transfer

DESK MANUAL - MARCH 2014
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Queue Caller: I would like to speak with Any Person other than Student Services, Student
Accounts and Registrar
Your response: I can put you through. Would you like to leave a message if they are
unavailable?
Your action: Transfer call, when Any Person picks up the phone tell him who is calling and what
they want/need.
If Any Person is unavailable, and voice mail picks up, hang up and let caller leave the message,
if the queue caller wanted to leave a message.

What is the difference between a lead, prospective student and
applicant?
Leads
Lead Cards or inquiries are filled out by anyone interested in Mercy College and come from a
number of sources such as online, phone calls, recruiters, and magazines or other publications,
school visits, college fairs and so on. This information is entered into Banner and mailings are
generated to the potential student.
Prospective Student
A prospective student is a “hot” lead. Any student who is actively pursuing enrollment at Mercy
College and is being recruited by the Admissions Office. This may or may not include visits to
Mercy College, meetings with Admissions, attendance at Open House events, etc.
Applicant
An applicant is a prospective student who has applied to the College for an upcoming
enrollment term.

What are the admissions steps for a new student?
The admissions steps for Undergraduate students (UG) are as follows:
Step 1: Inquiry - The prospective applicant expresses an interest in Mercy College.
Step 2: Application – The applicant applies through a paper or web application.
Step 3: The student submits required documents to the SSSC and applies for financial aid.
Step 4: Admissions Committee makes a decision on the application.
Step 5: SSSC enters the decision code and place appropriate holds on the student’s
account.
Step 6: As any missing documents arrive, SSSC must be sure to remove holds for those
documents and update the checklist.
The admissions steps for Graduate students (G) are as follows:
Step 1: Inquiry - The prospective applicant expresses an interest in Mercy College.
DESK MANUAL - MARCH 2014
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Step 2: Application – The applicant applies through a paper or web application.
Step 3: The student submits required documents to the SSSC and applies for financial aid.
Step 4: Instead of the Admissions committee making application decisions, a program
director may need to meet with the student and submit a completed director’s
assessment for acceptance or rejection from the program.
Step 5: SSSC enters the decision code and place appropriate holds on the student’s
account.
Step 6: As any missing documents arrive, SSSC must be sure to remove holds for those
documents and update the checklist.

Please define the differences between the acceptance decision codes.
SAADCRV/Admissions Decision
DECISION CODES – Codes are used to determine how the student is admitted to the college.
Some of the common codes are listed below. A complete list of Decision codes is included in
the appendix.
CC: The student is fully accepted with no holds. All documents are complete, in the checklist
and in Xtender. This code can be used for Graduate and Undergraduate.
CD: The student is accepted with holds. The student is missing documents from the checklist
and/or Xtender. This code can be used for Graduate and Undergraduate. Graduate Health
Science students usually have until the end of their first semester to complete prerequisite
courses, do not CD these Students, as a CD decision will prevent the disbursement of aid.
CG: The student is a fully accepted Graduate student who needs a passing test score or has a
low GPA or prerequisite hold. SSSCs never update CG Codes. A CG code is equal to a CC
Code in regards to all transcripts and checklist items have been received. The only difference is
a student with a CG admit code must meet academic requirements within the program he/she
have been admitted to.
PI: The student can be admitted pending Interview.
RJ: The student has not met admission standards.
If the student has registered for the semester, a C code will not be accepted. The code will be
entered with an M. (Example: MC, MD, MG). An email must be sent to the Registrar to update
the student’s SGASTDN record.
Prior to updating Decision Codes for Graduate Students the processor must check SOAHOLD
before updating the decision code.
IA: The application is inactive and did not have a previous admit code.
IC: The application is inactivated and being moved to another semester. The application did
have an admit code which will move to the new application.

DESK MANUAL - MARCH 2014
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DA: The applicant was admitted but has declined their acceptance to the College.
WE: The student withdrew their application.

DESK MANUAL - MARCH 2014
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Admissions Decision Form (SAADCRV) used to enter Decision Codes

How do I find out which Admissions recruiter a student is assigned to?
SRARECR/Recruit Prospect Information
This form is used to record the information on the inquiry which will be used when the lead
becomes an applicant and ultimately a registered student. It will also document how the lead
was cultivated and by whom. This information is important to the justification of the marketing
budget and enrollment analysis.
Complete all tabs on form. Source, Contact and Learned should be completed for all leads.

DESK MANUAL - MARCH 2014
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Required

Optional

SRARECR/Recruit Prospect Information Form

Term

The term that the
inquiry is interested in
attending
The Recruiter working
with the inquiry

Session

DO NOT EDIT

Education Level

DO NOT EDIT

Recruit Type

DO NOT EDIT

Education Goal

DO NOT EDIT

Admission Type

Fresh w/diploma;
GED; Trans, etc
F/T/R/G

Citizen

US citizen?

Full or Part Time

Inquiry’s interest in
attending

Legacy

Interested in attending
FT/PT
DO NOT EDIT

Recruiter

Student Type
Recruit Status

DESK MANUAL - MARCH 2014
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Site:

DO NOT EDIT

Withdrawal
Reason

Code for why student is
not interested in attending

Residence:

Resident of NY? Y/N

Institution
Attending

Other institution, if known

1. Recruit Tab
Term: The term the inquiry is interested in. If it is not specified, consider date of HS graduation
and choose following semester
Level: UG or G is optional if it is not specified.
Recruiter: If the recruiter’s name is provided, use the drop down to select code. If the recruiter is
not identified, leave it blank and it will be defaulted to the recruiter during the evening run.
Recruit Type: This is to be left blank on this screen.
Recruit Type: This is to be left blank on this screen
Admission Type: SSSC will enter this designation. The choices are available in the drop down
menu. Common types are:
F

Freshman with HS diploma

Student has graduated or is expected to graduate with a diploma from a high
school.
FC

Freshman with transfer credits

While still in HS, student is completing college credits.
FG

Freshman with a GED

Student may have some high school experience but has not graduated nor is
expected to graduate or whose diplomas may not be recognized by New York
State. Student has successfully passed a Test of General Educational
Development. The GED Testing Office in Albany is the only entity approved to
issue high school equivalency diplomas in New York State. If diplomas and/or
transcripts are obtained from a source other than the GED Testing Office, they
are not legitimate documents.
G

Graduate student

Student has graduated or is expected to graduate with a Bachelor’s Degree.
R

Readmit (Undergraduate student)

Student has previously applied and accepted/registered and attended classes
with Mercy College. A student must not be registered for more than 3
consecutive semesters to be classified as a Readmit.
RA

Readmitted student who was originally admitted as an Ability to Benefit

A former student who had an original admission type of FD or was admitted with
an Interview with Counselor only.
RG

Readmit Student with GED
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A former student who had successfully passed a Test of General Educational
Development and did not graduate from high school.
RH

Readmit Student with HS Transcript

A former student who has graduated from high school and was admitted on this.
RT

Readmit Student with College Transcript

A former student who was admitted on transferred college credits.
T

Transfer student

A transfer student will be considered as anyone who has taken college credit
after the completion of high school. This would not include high school students
who have completed credits while in high school or the summer following their
high school graduation.
TG

Transfer student with GED

A transfer student who has successfully passed a Test of General Educational
Development and has not graduated from high school.
TH

Transfer student with HS Transcript

A transfer student who has graduated from high school.
For applicants who have completed fewer than 12 college credits, a high school
transcript is required to make an admissions decision.
Student Type: The processor will enter this designation. The choices are available in the drop
down menu. Common types are:
F

Freshman

G

Graduate

R

Readmit

T

Transfer

Recruit Status: Inquiry’s interest in attending. All lead cards will be designated 00 (undetermined).
The recruit Status will change (01) in the event the lead is no longer active for that specific term.
Site: This is to be left blank on this screen.
Residence: This designation, R for resident, is when the student lives in New York. The
designation, N for Non-resident is for all other students.
Education Level: This is to be left blank on this screen.
Education Goal: This is to be left blank on this screen.
Citizen: Notate if the inquiry is a US citizen or not.
Full or Part Time: Every inquiry must have a student status, will the student be attending full-time
or part-time. If the student leaves this blank the default is full time. Do not leave it blank.
Legacy: This is to be left blank on this screen.
Withdrawal reason: This information is entered when an inquiry notifies us to remove him from our
contact list.
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Institution Attending: This information is entered when provided in the event that the inquiry has
notified us to remove him from our contact list.

How can I tell if a student is eligible for HEOP?
A student is eligible to participate in the Higher Education Opportunity Program if the student
meets the following requirements:
 High school diploma with a GPA of 75-77.99 or GED score of 3000-3119
 An individual without a High School Diploma or GED will be considered for eligibility by
the HEOP program
 Attend a 5 week Summer Program
 Be educationally disadvantaged. An educationally disadvantaged student is a
student who otherwise would not be accepted as a matriculated student under the
institution's normal admissions standards in the degree program for which application
is made
 Have been a resident of New York State for one year preceding the term of entry into
HEOP.
 Possess a high school diploma or a State-approved equivalency diploma or its
equivalent. The equivalent of a general equivalency diploma is defined as being one
of the following:
a. An Armed Forces Equivalency Diploma, with a minimum score of 40 on each test
section and a minimum composite score of 225.





b. A level of knowledge and academic ability equal to the level required for
entrance to the educational opportunity program at the institution to which the
individual seeks admission.
Have the potential and motivation for successful completion of college.
Be economically disadvantaged.
Have been in an approved opportunity program (if student is a transfer student).
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How can I tell if a student previously attended Mercy College?
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SHACRSE/Course Summary
Once you have logged onto Banner you can access SHACRSE via My Banner or typing in the
form name. This form is used to record past coursework. Coursework will not appear until grades
have been posted. It should be noted that the student may or not be in Banner depending on
how long ago they attended. In this instance, staff should contact the Registrar’s Office for
confirmation on attendance.

How do I enter information on a prospective student (Lead)?
All physical leads will be processed on the spreadsheet and then uploaded into Banner through
Axiom. The spreadsheet must be sent to Karen Compri daily.
The packet of leads should be kept together with a rubber band. Attach the recruiter note to
the top of pack. Put a line through each completed lead or the top of the completed packet.
Enter as much information that is given.
a. Caps:
Use accordingly. All items need to be typed as they would be in Banner.
b. Address:
Apt number goes on Address Line 1; use a comma after the street (for example: 123
Main St, Apt 1B) Apartment letter needs to be capitalized.
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City is spelled out
State: Capital Letter -abbreviations
Nation: US
c. Phone Numbers:
No spaces or dashes
d. Program:
Use Caps and type same as Banner (for example: BS_UND)
e. Source:
If you have the source code (E????) please put it in the Source Column. If you do not
have a source code put the name of the event and we will enter the code before the
upload.


If the event is a school visit the contact is EVE.



Leave the primary source blank.

Finished/Unfinished Leads
All completed leads get filed in the appropriate box in bookshelf in file room.
If you do not complete the pack, you must count what is left; add a sticky note with
number/change the sticky note to this number and rubber band, return to bin.
Return all unfinished leads to the work bin with a new count. Do not leave any on your desk at
the end of your shift. These are tracked daily.

How do I check a prospective student (Lead) to make sure they are not
already in Banner?
GOAMTCH/ Common Matching Entry Form
This is the first form to go into when processing an inquiry/lead which comes via the phone or for
individual lead cards. This form is used to search if the student already has a College Wide ID
(CWID). If the student does not have a CWID, this is the form used to generate one.
Make sure the ID box on the top is set to Generated. Use the drop down menu to select
General Person for the Matching Source designation.
First, search with the Social Security Number, if there is a complete one. Enter it without dashes;
double click on the Duplicate Check icon.
Enter the student’s Last Name and First Name and double click on the Duplicate Check icon.
If the student pops up in the match button and the name and birth date match hit the Select ID
icon and double click. If a list of possible matches comes up go through the list to see if the
student is a match with one of them as sometimes the student could be listed as number 10 out
of 15. Note these are not in alphabetical order, so check through the entire list.
If “no match” is found, re-search with the name of the student. If a list of possible matches come
up as shown the previous page, go through the list to see if the student is a match with one of
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them as sometimes the student could be listed as number 10 out of 15. Note these are not in
alphabetical order, so check through the entire list.
If the student is not in the system, select the Create New icon and generate a new CWID.
If the student pops up in the match button hit the Select ID icon and double click.
Be sure to write down this CWID on the web application, on every page of a paper application
as well as any supporting documents that will eventually be scanned.

How do I record recruitment activity within my territory?
SRASRCE/Source Visits
Recruitment activity is recorded in SRASRCE. Once you have logged into Banner you can
access SRASRCE via My Banner or by typing in the form name. Recruiters will search for the
appropriate institution, enter the applicable term their assigned recruiter code, the date of
activity and the appropriate visit description
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How do I enter a student’s personal information?
SPAIDEN/General Person Identification Form
Once a CWID has been either designated or generated proceed to SPAIDEN. It is here that
information such as addresses, email, and phone numbers, etc. are entered.
If the student already had a student CWID, the processor must verify and update all information.
Information entered in the GOAMTCH form will roll over into this form.
Please use the guidelines listed below when creating a general person in SPAIDEN.
1. Name Tab
Formatting
Enter the last, first and middle names exactly as the person has indicated. If given the full
middle name, enter the full middle name. Do not change a full name to an initial. Always
use normal upper and lower case letters for names. The objective is to print the name on
mailings, correspondence, etc. just like the “customer” wants it to be printed.
a. Case
All information is to be entered using mixed case (Standard combination of
upper and lower case letters). If the person has written all upper-case letters,
enter the normal upper-and lower-case letters. (e.g., JOHN SMITH should be
entered as John Smith).
b. Initials
Do not use a period after initials, whether a first name initial or a middle name
initial. See the following examples:
1. D Gary Smith (First name = D; Middle name = Gary)
2. Pamela A Humphrey (Middle name = A)
3. Leslie M F Donner (Middle name = M F)
c. Note: If it can be avoided, do not use an initial for the first name or unless the name
appears as such on legal name documentation.
d. Spaces
Maintain spaces in last names (one space maximum).
Examples:

Van Buren
Van der Vaart

e. Punctation
Use hyphens, apostrophes, or dashes exactly as the person indicates in writing. Do
not add punctuation where there is none. In the following examples, any could
be correct:
Examples: O'Donnell, Odonnell
Dell'Acqua, DellAcqua, Dellacqua
Al-Hassan, AlHassan, al-Hassan, alHassan, al Hassan
St.Denis, St Denis, StDenis, St-Denis
Rodham-Clinton, Rodham Clinton
f.

Prefixes and Suffixes
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Enter prefixes and suffixes in the respectively named fields on the Banner
identification forms (form names ending in IDEN). DO NOT enters prefixes and
suffixes (such as Mr., Ms., Lt., or Rev. and Jr., IV, or Esq.) in the name fields of the
current identification block on the Banner IDEN forms.
Prefixes should be entered only where appropriate or if specifically requested by
person. Prefixes should be entered using mixed case format and should not
include periods. For example:
i.

Examples:

Mr

Mrs

Dr

Atty

Note: If a professional prefix is used, DO NOT use professional suffix. Use the
professional suffix only if specifically requested.
Academic suffixes should not be used in any circumstance.
i.

Examples:

Attorney - Atty John R Smith OR

John R Smith Esq

(if specifically requested this way)
Dentist: - Dr Amelia R Smith OR

Amelia R Smith DDS

(if specifically requested this way)
Professor - Dr Jane Smith NOT

Jane Smith, PhD OR Dr

Jane Smith PhD
a. Common Prefixes
Description

b.

Abbreviation

Honorable

Abbreviation

Brother

Bro

Captain

Capt

Miss

Ms

Colonel

Col

Mrs

Mrs

Doctor

Dr

Reverend

Father

Fr

Sergeant

Hon

Rev
Sgt

Common Suffixes
Description

Abbreviation

Certified Public Accountant

CPA

Esquire

Esq

The Second
The Third

2.

Description

II
III

Junior

Jr

Retired

Ret

Incorporated

Inc

Senior

Sr

Alternate Identification Tab
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If the student has a maiden name or former name, it is necessary to fill in the information
on this screen so that duplicate CWIDs are not generated or that the document does not
wind up in 20008412. (20008412 is a CWID in Xtender where documents that do not have
IDs attached to them go as part of a holding process).
3. Address Tab
If you generated a CWID the address you put into GOAMTCH should rollover
automatically, if you did not, verify and update if needed.
If the student provides a mailing address it must be added. Once the first address is put in
completely, can arrow key (on the keyboard not the drop down arrow) to insert a new
record. There is also an ‘insert record’ icon on the tool bar.

How do I look up a student’s contact information?
SPAIDEN is the form that houses a student’s biographical information as well as contact
information.
Once you have logged into Banner you can access SPAIDEN via a shortcut on the main screen
or by typing SPAIDEN into the main form. After hitting enter you will see the screen below.
Simply enter the student’s CWID for specific information. Tab through the screens as needed.
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How do I enter an address?
Quick Address Pro
Use QAS when entering new applications and updating any address in SPAIDEN. When
putting in any applications, even if there is a CWID In the system check and update the
information in SPAIDEN (maiden name, addresses, phone numbers, emails).
Also please be aware of these common errors:
1. No periods, unless QAS puts it in. Do not put a period after Apt
2. Apt Numbers are very important – if the address does not have an Apt Number, the mail
gets returned to Mercy.
a. Please do not spell out Apartment, to reduce misspellings please use the
abbreviation Apt
b. Apartments should not be listed as Apt. 3, instead the correct format is Apt 3
c. No # sign should be used in the listing of the Apt
d. Incorrect ways to specify the Apt: apt, Apt. 3, Apt #3, #3, 3
e. If an address clearly indicates Unit 10 – that is OK to use.
3. If QAS indicates that the address should have an Apt number, but the student did not
include this information. Please send an email to the recruiter assigned to the student to
follow up and CC me on the email.
4. If the student indicates two addresses, make sure the correct address is entered as the
MA address (indicated on the application).
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5. If the student indicates two addresses, make sure the correct Zip Code and State go with
the address that is being entered.
6. If the student makes an obvious error and leaves out Street, Road, Ave, etc. Check QAS
or USPS.com (United States Postal Service) to make sure this info is entered.
7. For example: an address in NYC should read E 74th Street and not E 74th or E 74
8. Abbreviations can be used for Blvd (Boulevard), Ave (Avenue), Rd (Road), St (Street),
etc. Again use QAS or USPS (if necessary).
9. Please be careful when spelling the names of streets (again QAS)
10. Please use proper capitalization, especially when entering addresses and names.
If the address is an international address use the format below for entering the address:
If the address is an international address use the format below for entering the address:
1. Use two lines only when an address does not fit under STREET_LINE1
2. When an address does not fit on one line, the apartment information must be entered
under STREET_LINE1, and the street address under STREET_LINE2
3. Enter apartment information in the correct format. At no time should a symbol be used
as part of an address or apartment number (see example 6 below).
4. Watch for data entry errors, like entering addresses in lower case (see example 7 below)
or missing a space between words and number (see example 5 below).
5. Use the proper abbreviations for Street Designators; and do not place periods after street
abbreviations (see section 2.2.3 and 2.2.7 in the manual).
6. A Permanent Address [PR] is mandatory; a Mailing Address [MA] is optional. Please do
not forget to enter an applicant's PR Address in Banner.
7. If it’s an international applicant/student, the PR address must be foreign!
Remember, when processing a new lead or application, the SSSC staff member must verify
the address on file as matching the address on the application. If there is any of the
applicant’s information in Banner that is missing or incorrect, it must be updated. The only
exception to this policy is if the information on SPAIDEN was entered by HR. In which case,
the staff member must e-mail HR and request that they confirm and/or update the
applicant’s information (copy admprocessing@mercy.edu on all requests).
Examples:
INCORRECT FORMAT

CORRECT FORMAT

STREET_LINE1

STREET_LINE2

STREET_LINE1

STREET_LINE2

1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW

Apt. 1C

Apt 1C

1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW

610 Academy Street

Apt#A2

610 Academy St, Apt A2

555 Broadway

Apt6

555 Broadway, Apt 6

1207 Boynton Ave

#7

1207 Boynton Ave, Apt 7

1 main St

1

Main St

4. Telephone Tab
Enter all phone numbers provided by the applicant. Utilize the appropriate telephone
type: PR= permanent, BU = business, CL cell/mobile phone number. Be sure that all
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current active phones are marked accordingly. If there is an inactive number, check the
INACTIVE box on the right and save the data.
5. Biographical Tab – Enter the information that is provided.
This page holds all the personal information for the applicant. It is important to be
accurate when entering this data. If an applicant omits any of this information, it can be
left blank.
Gender
Date of Birth
Social Security Number
Citizenship
Marital Status
Ethnicity
6. Email Tab
This is an additional method of contacting the applicant. All Web applications have an
email address. Use an underscore when there is a space within the address. For
example, the email address will appear as knapp 002@optonline.net and should be
entered as knapp_002@optonline.net. An Email address on a paper application is
optional, but must be entered if it is submitted.

How do I enter a student’s interest in a program?

Curricular Tab
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2. Curricula Tab
This is the degree and program, the student is pursuing. Use the drop down menu for the
correct codes.
Term: This will automatically populate.
Catalog Term: This will automatically populate.
Program: This is the degree and program, the student is pursuing. Use the drop down menu for
the correct codes. Verify that the program and level match, for example, MS_ program name
will be at a graduate level.
Level: This will automatically populate.
Campus: Enter the campus the student is interested in. If the student leaves this blank the
default is DF. Confirm that the students program is available at this campus.
College: This will automatically populate.
Degree: This will automatically populate.

How do I document a conversation with a prospective student?
SPACMNT Person Comment
Every time SSSC speaks with a student, the contact must be recorded in Banner using
SPACMNT/RHACOMM. This includes all incoming and outgoing calls.
Remember to always be moving the student through to the next enrollment phase
o

If they are an inquiry, get them to apply.

o

If they are an applicant, get them to send in their transcript.

o

If they are an admit, get them to come in to register.

Comment Type: see codes below
Originator:
Contact:

1SSC
1PI (incoming phone call – Queue call)
1PO (Outgoing phone call – Outreach Call)

Comment:

Enter a brief description of call. Keep it factual. This is often referred to

throughout student’s academic career.
Below is a list of Common Codes and Comment Types.
Department

Code

Description

Comment

Admissions

1AA

ANR Outreach - Will Attend

Will attend the College

Admissions

1AO

ANR Outreach - Won't Attend

Will not attend the College
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Admissions

1AP

Prospective Student with Questions

Called with Admissions questions

Admissions

1AS

Application Status

Called to find out app status

Admissions

1AU

ANR Outreach - Undecided

Unsure about attending

Admissions

1NT

Change of Entry/Admit Term

Move app to other term

Admissions

1PP

Placement Exam Scheduled

Scheduled PP exam for student

Admissions

1WD

Will Send Admissions Documents

Student indicated they will provide
admission docs

Admissions

5AD

Must Speak with Admissions

Needs to receive a call from Recruiter

Admissions

1WD

Will Send Admissions Documents

Student indicated they will provide
admission docs

Advising

5PA

Must Speak with Mentor/Advisor

Needs to receive a call from
Mentor/Advisor

BO

1BD

Balance Dispute

Note must be recorded in RHACOMM

BO

1BL

Set Up Payment Plan

Note must be recorded in RHACOMM

BO

1BP

Make Payment

Note must be recorded in RHACOMM

General

1GN

General Comment

Use sparingly

General

1MC

Mercy Connect Issues

Student is having issues with Connect

Housing

1HS

Housing Status

Updated re: Housing Status or clearance

Housing

5RL

Must Speak with Housing

Needs to receive a call from Housing

Housing

5RL

Must Speak with Housing

Needs to receive a call from Housing

OSS

1OP

Packaging - Aid Questions

Note must be recorded in RHACOMM

OSS

1OR

Disbursement/Refund Status

Note must be recorded in RHACOMM

OSS

1OV

Verification

Note must be recorded in RHACOMM

OSS

1AL

Award Letter Needed

Note must be recorded in RHACOMM

OSS

5OS

Must Speak with OSS

Note must be recorded in RHACOMM

Registrar

1RI

Update Information

Needs to update personal information

Registrar

1RT

Transcript Request

Requesting a transcript
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SPACMNT Screen
RHACOMM Applicant Comments
This comment screen is used for all matters that pertaining to Student Services, Student
Accounts, and Business Operations.
Aid Year: the Academic year the student is referring to
Comment: Enter a brief description of call. Keep it factual. This is often referred to throughout
student’s academic career. If an email is sent, it should also be copied and placed here.
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RHACOMM Screen used for all financial matters

Where can I see what on-campus Mercy events a student attended?
No form that captures this by student, it is shown by event. Through Argos we are able to attach
event information to a specific student. This can be seen in the Admissions Counselor Report and
the Student Outreach Report.
RSVPS for Events
When taking an RSVP for an event, a SPAIDEN and SRARECR needs to be created at the same
time. Don’t forget to record campus and number of guests in SPACMNT.

How do I know if a student has submitted an application to the college?
SAAADMS is the form that houses a student’s application information as well as the checklist,
decision code and enrollment term.
Once you have logged into Banner you can access SAAADMS via a shortcut on the main
screen or by typing SAAADMS into the main form. After hitting enter you will see the screen
below. Simply enter the student’s CWID for specific information. Tab through the screens as
needed.
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Daily ARGOS reports are sent to the Admissions team detailing all accepts in their respective
territory.

How can I review what supporting documents are needed for their
application?
Supporting Documents
Supporting documents are various documents which are needed to complete a student’s
application. Each document is processed within the appropriate Banner Form, scanned and
then indexed to the student’s record. Every document that is received in the checklist must be
initialed by the person who processes it.
The admissions request and the corresponding description represent the requirements the
applicant will need to satisfy to be accepted to his/her requested program, known as the
student’s checklist. These will vary according to the program of study he/she is applying for and
will automatically populate. Common requests and descriptions are below. A complete list is
available in the drop down menu.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Request - Description
CLT1 – College Transcript
CLT2 – College Transcript
CLT3 – College Transcript
HST1 – High School Transcript
UNOF –Unofficial Transcript
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When the student provides additional information in the application, such as additional
colleges, additional requests need to be entered into the checklist. If the student is a Readmit,
the checklist from the previous application needs to be carried over. These documents must be
verified in the student’s Xtender Record. All information must be processed accurately. Letters
of recommendations or essays for high school applicants are not added to the checklist.

Common Documents:
1) Emergency Contact
The Emergency Contact Form is completed by the student and is attached to the student’s
record in the event someone must be contacted on behalf of the student. The information is
entered onto the Emergency Contact Tab located in the SPAIDEN form.
a) Priority – Enter #1 for the first person listed on the form. Enter all of the submitted
information. Save all the information for each contact.
b) Relationship – Use the drop down menu for a complete list which describes the person’s
relationship to the student.
If information for a second contact person is submitted, insert a New Record, and then proceed
entering the information.
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Priority – Enter #2 for the second person listed on the form. Enter all of the submitted information.
Save all the information for this contact.

Emergency Contact Tab
2) License
A license is required for all Nursing programs. The RNLC code will automatically populate in the
student’s checklist. When the form is received, it is processed in the checklist as received,
scanned and then indexed to the student’s record.
PTA License may be submitted for the PT program. Upon receipt, add to the checklist and
waive the Work Experience Form (If the Work Experience has been received, waive the PTA
license).

1) Signature Form
A signature form is required for any student who has not submitted a signed application. Web
applications will have an electronic approval designating the student’s signature and does not
require an additional signature form. The SIGN code must be added into the checklist as a
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requirement when needed. When the form is received, it is processed in the checklist as
received, scanned and then indexed to the student’s record.

If it is not needed, then it is just

add to the student’s Xtender record and not added to the checklist.
2) Essay/Statements
A personal essay/statement of intent is required for Undergraduate applicants as well as most
Master’s Programs. If it is required, the ESSY code will automatically populate in the student’s
checklist. When the essay is received, it is processed in the checklist as received, scanned and
then indexed to the student’s record.
3) Updating an Applicant/Student’s Record Change Form
This form is used to request a change in application term. It can also be used to request a
change in intended major or campus prior to registration.
If registration exists, the change must be made with the Registrar’s office. If a student is
registered, name changes must also be made with the Registrar’s office only.
When updating an applicant/student record, especially before admitting a student, check
SOAPCOL and SOAHSCH to verify that the forms have been updated correctly. Do not rely on
the information listed on the checklist regarding previously attended educational institutions.
SSSC must check SOAPCOL and SOAHSCH before admitting a student.
A change of major is required when a student wants to change form one Graduate education
program to another education program, specifically with these education programs or English
Math, Science Adolescent Education:

ECAD

Early Childhood Education: Birth-Grade 2

CEAD

Childhood Education: Grades 1-6

Prior to updating Decision Codes for Graduate Students SSSC must check the SOAHOLD form
before updating the decision code.
4) Enrollment Intent
The form is returned from the student and declares that he/she will be attending classes, defer
acceptance to a future term, or is declining acceptance. When the form is received, it is
processed in the Fees, Mail Submission, Withdrawal Data Tab under SAAADMS, scanned and
then indexed to the student’s record.
IE - Intends to register
Processed in the SAASDMS Form, under the Fees, Mail, Submission, Withdrawal Data Tab, go to
Additional Data and enter IE in Educational Goals
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Defer Acceptance – A new Application Term is provided to be processed. Copy all the data
into the new term and reprocess the admit decision. Verify that all data is accurate.
WE – Decline acceptance
Processed in the SAAADMS Form, under the Fees, Mail, Submission, Withdrawal Data Tab, go to
Withdrawal Data. Use the drop down menu for the reason cited by the student. If he/she
provides another institution’s name, enter it under Institution Attended.
5) Resume
A student’s resume is required for most Master’s Programs. If it is required, the RSME code will
automatically populate in the student’s checklist. When the resume is received, it is processed in
the checklist as received, scanned and then indexed to the student’s record.
6) Work Experience Form
A work experience form is required for students applying to the Physical Therapy Program. The
WORK code will automatically populate the checklist. When the form is received, it is processed
in the checklist as received, scanned and then indexed to the student’s record.

A resume or

documented volunteer hours cannot take the place of a Work Experience Form.
7) Letters of Recommendations
A letter of recommendation is required for Undergraduate applicants as well as most Master’s
Programs. If it is required, the REF1 code will automatically populate in the student’s checklist.
An REF2 and REF3 code will populate the checklist in the event that multiple letters are required.
When a letter of recommendation or recommendation form is received, it is processed in the
checklist as received; the name of the author is entered into the Item Description, the document
is scanned and then indexed to the student’s record.

How do you find documents in xtender?
RRAAREQ /Applicant Requirements Form
This form is used to determine if the documents have been received which are required if the
student was selected for verification. Check on this screen to see why items have not been
memoed. A student’s FERPA will also be noted here if it is on file.
When a student completes a yearly FAFSA application, it will be the first item listed.
a. Requirement – scroll down to see all items
b. Status - When loans are ready to be posted, all items should be submitted or waived (S or
W).
R –item is requested
S – Satisfied /submitted – the item was received
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I – Incomplete
W – Waived

RRAAREQ Form used to verify items needed for Verification Selection
The ISIR is received directly by the SS department. This is not provided by the student.
The required “Taxes” are the 1040 Forms.

RUAMAIL/ Applicant Mail Form
This form is used to verify when any documentation including award letters and refunds were
mailed to the student.
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RUAMAIL Form used to verify correspondences mailed to the student
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How do I specify the correct term for an application?
Enrollment terms are coded by the academic year and term indicated on the application.
Following the year a two digit code identifies the specific term. (ie. A semester program for Fall
2014 = 201430)
With the exception of the winter term and after the year:
5th Digit
6th Digit
Fall = 3
0 = Semester
Spring = 1
1 = Trimester
Summer = 2
2 = Quarter
i.e. fall trimester = 31; summer sester = 20

Fall
Spring
Summer
Winter* only select

graduate programs use this
enrollment term.
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Semester
30
10
20
N/A

Trimester
31
11
21
N/A

Quarter
32
12
22
40
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How do you know what is missing from an application?
Application Xtender Web Access
Xtender is the electronic file draw for all documents. The log on is https://xtender.mercy.edu
SSSC uses B-S_ADMN – Academic Records to store all of the student’s record that are processed
in the department. The Registrar will also use this application.
Queries
To locate a student’e file, go to B-S-ADMN - Academic records, right click and selct New Query.
Enter the student’s name or CWID or SSN and hit enter.

New Query
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How do I upload documents for an application or review?
Scanning: Preparing a Batch
SSSC scans all the documents that come into the admissions office. The documents are
batched together. From the batches, the information is indexed to the individual student’s
record.
Each batch will have a cover sheet consisting of:
SSSC staff’s Name:

Who received/processed the document

Date Processed:
Campus:
Date Scanned:
Batch Name:

Location where document originated from
This is the date the staff scans the batch
Who created this and writes it out on the sheet. This is how the any
staff member will find the batch in Xtender. The batch name
should be in the following format:
Staff’s Name_Scanner’s Name_Index_Date (If there are multiple
batches for the staff member, use Index1, Index2, etc.)

Indexed By:

Signed by person who indexes or Audits the batch

Indexed Date:

Entered when it is indexed or audited
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Batch List in Xtender
Indexing
After documents are scanned, they are stored within this program in batches. Additionally,
documents for every student are held within this program under the student’s CWID.
To locate a batch, go to Batch Index (List)
Batch Index (List)
The batch index will list all outstanding work in Xtender.
a. Name: The name of the batch, Select Name to put batches in alphabetical order
b. Pages: the number of pages not necessarily the number of items in the batch. Some of
these may be blank which can be deleted.
c. Timestamp: The date and time the batch was created. The default is oldest to newest
items; select this to reverse the order.
d. Scanned by: the person who scanned the batch into Xtender.
1) Select/open the Batch
2) Enter student’s CWID – proof that you have the right student when his/her name populates
the field
3) Document Type – use the drop down box to specify the document to be indexed.
4) Instructions –Enter where the information originated from, for example, BX Batch, email, etc.
5) Enter Operator ID – the processor’s initials
6) Hit Save
7) The indexed document will automatically disappear and the next page will appear.
a) If the new page is a part of the same document, press Attach (NOT ATTACH ALL)
b) If the new page is a new document, press New (located under BATCH)
8) If you need to jump to another page in the batch without indexing, be sure to use the arrow
buttons at the top of the page. Do not click on the pictures of the pages at the left. Try to
jump around as little as possible because this can cause you to index the wrong pages.
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Indexing the First Page of a batch in Xtender
New Index Card

Repeat previous data (change to new CWID)
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Attach 1 page

Batch Name

Attach all
pages in
batch to 1
student

Indexing the Second Page of the Batch

How do I know if a student is a veteran?
A veteran is defined as any individual discharged for reasons other than dishonorable after
serving active duty in the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, or Coast Guard; National Guard
reservists or enlistees, who were called to active duty for purposes other than training; former
cadets and midshipmen at one of the service academies who withdrew in good standing.
If the student, his/her spouses are a veteran or the student is a dependent of a veteran,
educational benefits may be available. Under the Post-9/11 Veterans Education Assistance Act
of 2008, many post-9/11 veterans and service members are eligible for a new comprehensive
education benefits package that goes beyond helping to pay for tuition. Many veterans who
served after September 11, 2001 will get full tuition and fees, a monthly housing stipend, and a
stipend for books and supplies. The new bill also give Reserve and Guard members who have
been activated for more than 90 days since 9/11 access to the GI Bill benefits.

Mercy offers veterans professional mentors to help students through the process. The education
benefits of the Post 9-11 GI Bill can now be used for undergraduate, graduate and doctoral
degrees.
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The tuition benefit is paid directly to Mercy so there are no out of pocket tuition costs for the
student. There is a housing cost allowance that is paid directly to the veteran.

Contacts, Cohorts, Attributes Tab
Contacts, Cohorts, Attributes Tab
Identifies the type of event and if the student is a VET.

Contact: Select the type of event that generated the lead. Other categories will be added to
the drop down menu.
 College Fair - multiple schools at one event
 College Visit – recruiter visited a specific college/university
 High School Fair – multiple High Schools at one event
 High School Visit - recruiter visited a specific high school
 Mercy College Event – an admissions event held at Mercy College, like Open
House
Attribute: The code of VET is entered for any student identified as a veteran or who has a military
transcript.
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How can I tell if a student is an International Student?
International Applicants
This tab is also the location to record an International Applicant. The F1 code is used to
designate any permanent resident outside of the U.S. who states he/he is on a student visa or F1
visa.
In order to determine the scholarship eligibility for international students, applicants will
be categorized into two groups and coded as follows on SAAADMS.
1. “IY” = international student with educational background in US
a. Applicant indicates that they are foreign (or non-citizen) but have
attended either a US based high school or college
2. “IN” = international student with educational background outside of the US
a. Applicant indicates that they are foreign (or non-citizen) but have not
attended an academic institution in the US

All international applications must be coded as “F1” along with the appropriate “IY” or
“IN” code.
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International Student and Scholarship Eligibility on Interests Tab

International Students
International students are students who have permanent residence outside of the US.
2) Students must be fully admitted (no conditions) to a degree program (AS/BS/MS/Doctoral PT
program)
3) Must choose a Major
4) A foreign address must be submitted on their application
5) Must attend as full time students always
6) Evaluation(s) by WES or other NACES member are always required for all foreign transcripts
7) Make sure that Processing indicates on SAAADMS under Sources, Interest and Comments
that the student is an F1 International Applicant
8) Cannot be admitted for certificate programs with the sole exception of Nursing
Administration
9) Are not eligible for the Bridge to College Program and COP programs
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10) Are not eligible for governmental grants or financial aid
11) Must physically attend classes in one or more of our campuses (strong limitations - usually up
to 3 credits via on-line education)
12) Refer the student to the Director of International Student Office as soon as possible
Coding International Applicants
In order to determine the scholarship eligibility for international students, applicants will be
categorized into two groups and coded as follows on SAAADMS.
a) “IY” = international student with educational background in US
Applicant indicates that they are foreign (or non-citizen) but have attended either a US
based high school or college
b) “IN” = international student with educational background outside of the US
Applicant indicates that they are foreign (or non-citizen) but have not attended an
academic institution in the US
All international applications must be coded as “F1” along with the appropriate “IY” or “IN”
code.

International Student and Scholarship Eligibility on Interests Tab
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How does a student submit a transcript?
Transcript Complete/Official - An official transcript, received by Mercy employee in a sealed
envelope from the reporting institution typically with a school seal and has no outstanding or in
progress grades for the last semester of attendance at the reporting institution. The student may
also deliver the transcript in a sealed envelope from the institution. Once opened is should be
date stamped and marked “official” by the receiver.
Transcript Incomplete/Unofficial - any transcript that is not received in a sealed envelope from
the reporting institution or has outstanding/in progress grades for the last semester of
attendance at the reporting institution. It can be a student copy received via student, mail, fax
or email.
Transcript Received Date – The received date is the date the transcript is being processed in
Banner and only entered for transcripts that are “Official” which are received in a sealed
envelope from the college or the student.
National Exams such as CLEP and DANTE’s are received and processed as transcripts.
Mercy College transcripts are not required in a hard copy format.
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Where can I find information on a student’s high school GPA?
High School Transcripts
GPA: Cumulative GPA (i.e. 80) on a 100 point scale. If the GPA is in a 4.0 scale, it must be
converted to the 100 point scale by using the HS Average Conversion Chart. Use weighted
average whenever possible. Do not round up. Do not use an unweighted GPA, unless it is the
only average provided.
Transcript Received Date – used for official transcripts with a degree conferral/graduation date
on it
Graduation Date – is entered from a final official transcript only
GPA Policies
1. High School GPAs are determined by using either the final, cumulative average reported by
the institution or the weighted GPA as reported by the institution.
a) All final GPA/cumulative averages must be converted to a percentage format (ie 90%
rather than 3.50).
b) All GPA information for the student’s record must be saved in the “GPA” field in
SOAHSCH in Banner
2. In either type (High School or College), if the GPA has not been calculated by the institution,
see your supervisor for assistance is determining the correct GPA.
SOAHSCH/High School Information Form
1) High School Details Tab
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High School Information Form (SOAHSCH) used to enter High School Transcripts
Processing High School Transcripts
When processing high school transcripts in SOAHSCH, various fields should be entered for both
official and unofficial HS transcripts. Update any information that might have changed when an
updated transcript is received and processed. All transcripts received must be processed in
Banner no later than 4pm daily and indexed in Xtender by 10am the next day – no exceptions.
a. High School – Use the drop down menu to record the name of the school
b. Graduation Date - Enter date from official transcript only
c. GPA: Cumulative GPA (i.e. 80) on a 100 point scale. If the GPA is in a 4.0 scale, it
must be converted to the 100 point scale. Use the High School Average Conversion
Chart to determine the 100 point equivalent to a 4.0 GPA (refer to see HS Average
Conversion Chart in addendum). Use a weighted average whenever possible. Do
Not Round UP. Do not use an unweighted GPA, unless it is the only average provided.
If there is no cumulative GPA provided, one needed to be calculated.
d. Transcript Received Date – Used for official transcripts with a degree
conferral/graduation date on it.
e. Class Rand and Size – This information may be in two different locations on transcript.
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f.

Diploma - Classify the diploma according to the transcript.

Use L for Local if nothing

is specified on transcript.
When processing a HS Transcript it is important to accurately indicate what type of
diploma the student has been awarded. If a transcript is from out of state, it is
designated as a Local diploma, as Regents are only administered in New York with
the exception of CA. The requirements are as follows:
For students who entered High School after 9/01/2001
For A LOCAL diploma (“L” in SOAHSCH), students need to score a 55 on the following:


Math A



1 Science



English Language Arts (ELA)



2 Social Studies

The most common Social Studies exams are in Global History and U.S. History, and the
most common science is Living Environment.
For a REGENTS diploma (“R” in SOAHSCH), students need to score a 65 on each of
the same 5 tests listed above.
For a Regents diploma w/advanced designation (“AR” in SOAHSCH), students need
to score a 65 on the following:


Same 5 as Local diploma



Math B



One more science (one of which must be Living Environment)



A language other than English

For Students who entered HS on or before 9/01/2001:


Local Diploma: Score of 55 on Math A or Sequential Math 1



Regents Diploma: Score of 65 on Math A or Sequential Math 1 and 2



Regents Diploma w/advanced designation: Math A and B or Sequential Math 1,
2, and 3.

These test scores are almost always shown on the transcript, and is usually located in
its own section or column.
g. College Preparation
It must be determined if the student submitting a HS transcript have taken a
“rigorous” program of study. The student must have each of the following criteria
regardless of the grade on the final official transcript. If they meet these criteria,
check the College Preparation box in SOAHSCH. If they miss any 1 item, do not
check the box.
A secondary school program in which a student completes, at minimum:


Four years of English;
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Three years of math, including algebra I and a higher level class such as algebra
II, geometry, or data analysis and statistics;
Three years of science, including one year each of at least two of the following
courses: biology, chemistry, and physics;
Three years of social studies; and
One year of a language other than English.

College Preparation Box on SOAHSCH

h. Admissions Request – This code will correspond to the individual high school that will
appear on the student’s checklist. The designated high school is where the student
graduated from.
8) High School Subjects
Enter the HS gpa in this tab when the first admit decision can be made. It is not updated
when the final gpa comes in.
Subject – Enter DEC
Subject GPA – Enter gpa, remember to use 100% scale
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Enter all English courses taken in High School and their grades
Enter all Math courses taken in High School and their grades

Decision GPA and all English and Math grades entered in HS Subjects Tab

9) Regents/SAT/ACT Scores
These scores must be entered into SOATEST.
Enter all English and Math Regents scores.
SAT and ACT scores are usually included on the transcript and if present must also be recorded
on SOATEST.
Refer to SOATEST for specific details.
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Regents/ SAT scores entered on SOATEST

GPA Calculations
The grade point average (GPA) is calculated by dividing the total amount of grade points
earned by the total amount of credit hours attempted. The grade point average usually ranges
from 0.0 to a 4.0 for most colleges.
For example:


P/NP (Pass/No Pass) courses are not factored in the student’s GPA



I (Incompletes) and W (Withdrawals) do not receive grade points and do not affect the
GPA



Unless designated, an F on a HS transcript should be calculated at 59. An F on a college
transcript is calculated as a 0.

Example Student Transcript
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Course

Credit
Hours

Grade

Grade Points

Biology

3

A

12

Biology Lab

1

B

3

English 101

3

C

6

Mathematics

3

F

0

10 Total Credit Hours Attempted

21 Total Grade Points

To get the example student's GPA, the total grade points are divided by the total credit hours
attempted.
Total Grade Points
Total Credit Hours
Attempted

21
divided by

10

= 2.10

To calculate the cumulative G.P.A., total the credit hours and then the grade points from all
semesters. Divide the total grade points by the total credit hours.
Periodically, high schools use a 4.5, 5 or a 5.5 scale. Total quality Credit Points are divided by the
credits attempted to determine GPA.
Grade Point Average

Grade Point Average

4.5 Scale

5.5 Scale

98-11

4.5

98-11

5.5

96-97

4.25

96-97

5.25

94-95

4

94-95

5

92-93

3.75

92-93

4.75

90-91

3.5

90-91

4.5

88-89

3.25

88-89

4.25

86-87

3

86-87

4

84-85

2.75

84-85

3.75

82-83

2.5

82-83

3.5

80-81

2.25

80-81

3.25
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B

C

A

B

C
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78-79

2

76-77

D

78-79

3

1.75

76-77

2.75

74-75

1.5

74-75

2.5

72-73

1.25

72-73

2.25

71-71

1

71-71

2

69 or less

0

69 or less

0

F

D

F

Utilize this GPA calculator to determine the conversion of letter grades.
http://www.college-scholarships.com/online_college_gpa_calculator.htm
This tool is intended to help a student calculate the United States Grade Point Average (GPA)
based on grades or points from any country.
http://www.foreigncredits.com/Resources/GPACalulator/?gclid=CLj5mlzwyKMCFeh25QodwUhlwA
When converting a GPA, please use the following standard.
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Grade Point

Percentage

A

4.00

95%

A-

3.67

92%

B+

3.33

88%

B+

3.00

85%

B-

2.67

82%

C+

2.33

79%

C

2.00

75%

C-

1.67

72%

69

D

1.00

65%

F

0.00

0%

How do I look up a transfer student’s incoming GPA?
GPA Policies
1. College GPAs are determined by using the final, cumulative GPA as reported by the
institution.
a) All GPA information for the student’s record must be saved in the “GPA” field in
SOAPCOL in Banner.
2. In either type (High School or College), if the GPA has not been calculated by the institution,
see your supervisor for assistance is determining the correct GPA.
Processing College Transcripts.
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When processing college transcripts the processor must pay attention to the academic
information listed on the transcript. When processing college transcripts (including Mercy
College transcripts) in SOAPCOL the following fields should be entered for both official and
unofficial College transcripts. Update any information that might have changed when an
updated transcript is received and processed. All transcripts received must be processed in
Banner no later than 4pm daily and indexed in Xtender by 10am the next day – no exceptions.
Transcripts must be made a priority in daily processing so that admissions decisions can be made
as quickly as possible.
2. Prior College and Degree Tab
a) Prior College – Use the drop down menu to record the name of the school
b) Transcript Received Date – The received date is the date the transcript is being
processed and only entered for transcripts that are “Official and Complete” which are
received in a sealed envelope from the college or from the student.
c) Official Transcript – Check off the box on right when the transcript is final and official.
d) Admissions Request – This code will correspond to the individual college that will appear
on the student’s checklist. A different code will be used for each college transcript that
is expected.
i)

CLT1 – College Transcript

ii)

CLT2 – College Transcript

iii) CLT3 – College Transcript
NOTE: Incomplete or unofficial college transcripts are added to the checklist for graduate
students only. They are designated as UNOF, UNO1, UNO2, etc.

Example of an Incomplete Transcript
3. Degree Details
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a) Degree: Enter the type of degree, such as BA or BS; specify Undeclared (000000) which is
the first choice in the drop down menu if no degree is stated on the transcript.
b) Degree Date: Conferral Date if available
c) Attended From: (if the transcript does not have the specific date, but indicates Fall 2012,
use 09/01/2012)
d) Attended To: (if the transcript does not have the specific date, but indicates Spring 2012,
use 06/01/2012)
e) Transfer Hours: This should indicate the credits earned (also seen as cumulative credits). If
the student had additional transfer credits into that school from another institution then
subtract that from the total. Each school should have its own credit totals.
f) GPA: Cumulative GPA (i.e. 3.2) on a 4.0 scale.

Prior College Form (SOAPCOL) used to enter College Transcripts
SHATRNS/Transfer Course Information Form
SHATRNS/Transfer Course Information is the form for transfer course information and preludes the
actual evaluation screen. SHATRNS must be completed when the transcript is initially put in the
system. This is an automated system so Student Services Counselors will be contacted once a
transcript is processed.
2) Transfer Institution Number: Assign the number in consecutive order to how many
schools the student will be transferring in credit, 1, 2, 3, etc... For example if the student is
bringing in credits from WCC and RCC the Transfer Institution Numbers would be
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assigned as 1 for WCC and 2 for RCC. The drop down menu will only show schools with
processed credits.
3) Attendance Period Number: Always start with 1 and move on consecutively.
4) Transfer Institution
a. Institution: Enter the same number that is entered in SOAPCOL for this specific
institution. To locate the institution number, use the Source background Form
(SOISBGI) from the drop down menu.
Credits from foreign transcripts are not entered into SHATRNS/SHATAEQ; instead the
credits are entered from the Foreign Credit Evaluation (FACE).
These evaluations must come from an institution that is a member of NACES. The list of
member schools can be found at www.NACES.org. The two most common credit
evaluations are from WES and Globe. All are entered as Foreign College (M10800) in
SHATRNS and SOAPCOL.
b. Transcript Receipt Date: This date will automatically populate
c. Official: Never check the Official Box in SHATRNS. If it is checked the student’s record has
been reviewed for graduation. Do not alter credits see the Associate Director.
Once this section is completed, Save before moving on to the bottom section, Transfer
Attendance Period. Banner will not allow the user to move to the next block until it is
saved.
4) Transfer Attendance Period
b) Attendance Period: Enter the years in which the student attended the previous
institution, i.e. 2001-2005
c) Acceptance Date: This date will automatically populate
d) Effective Term: Enter the term the student is applying for. The format used is the year and
2-digit term designation, 201230 Fall semester 2012 or 20122 Summer semester 2012.
e) Term Type: Leave Blank
f)

Apply to Level: Enter UG for undergraduate. Generally, SSSC does not enter transfer
credit information for Graduate students. Transcripts for Graduate students should be
processed in SOAPCOL and SAAADMS only.

g) Transfer Degree: Enter the degree the student is bringing in from that school. (AOS, AS,
AAS, BS, Undeclared, etc…) If a student is bringing in an Associates or a Bachelor’s
degree the processor can enter the classes that the student received a grade of a D or
better in. If the degree is undeclared the processor can only enter classes that the
student received a grade of a C or better in.
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h) Attendance Begin Date: Enter the student’s start date at the previous institution,
MM/DD/YYYY. If the transcript does not have the specific date, but indicates Fall 2008,
use 09/01/2008)
i)

Attendance End Date: Enter the student’s end date at the previous institution. If the
transcript does not have the specific date, but indicates Spring 2009, use 06/01/2009)

Save the information at this point.

Transfer Course Evaluation Form (SHATRNS) used to enter Transfer Institution Information

Next Step: Once the necessary information is filled out on the form above, go to Options on the
top toolbar. Click on the last link, Transfer Articulation Detail, (SHATAEQ) which will open the
Transfer Articulation Evaluation Form.
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Options drop down menu on the SHATRANS Form

SHATAEQ/Transfer Articulation Evaluation Form
This form is used to enter transfer credits
Use a copy of the transcript to calculate credits and groupings. Do not mark on the original
transcript.
Use the Tab button and down arrow keys to go to the next record. Do not use the mouse.
i. Institution: This will automatically populate, if the processor gets to the
SHATAEQ from SHATRNS.
ii. Program: Leave Blank
a) Attendance Period: Always enter 1
b) Term: Enter the term the student is applying for, for example 201030 or 201020.
c) Level: Enter UG, Undergraduate.
d) Group and Primary Ind: Are always left blank
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e) Subject and Course: Entered as it is on the transcript. For example, ENG111 – ENG would
be in the subject block and 111 in the course block.
f)

Credit Hours: If it is an articulated course the hours will automatically populate.
Articulated Courses are courses that have a grade, hours and title already in the Banner
system. Tab over to put the Grade in and tab to see that the Title already populated.

Transfer Articulation Evaluation Form (SHATAEQ) used for entering transfer credit information
g) Grade: Enter the actual letter grade for each passing grade the student received from
the transcript. A+ grades are entered as A since Mercy does not have an A+. D- and D+
are entered as D since Mercy does not have either.
If a student is bringing in an Associates or a Bachelor’s degree enter the classes that the
student received with a grade of a D or better. If the degree is undeclared only enter
classes that with a grade of a C or better.
Scroll over to enter the title.
h) Duplicate: When there are multiple Subject/Course Numbers that are identical but the
title of the course is different, enter a consecutive number, 1, 2, 3.
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i)

Title: Enter the title of the course, as it appears on the transcript, if it does not
automatically populate. Designate “Bulk” credits in the title when necessary.

j)

Articulate Ind: Enter A, the information will populate in the left side of the screen. The
class is now evaluated.
a. Confirm the number of Credit Hours on the right side is equal to the left side.
b. Courses that are not articulated

If the credits do not automatically populate, Student Services Counselors will complete the
Equivalent section on the right side of the form.
c. If the wrong amount of credits populate, select Override Edit and enter the
credits that appear on the transcript.

Move to the next line and enter the next class. Save every few lines.

Entering Transfer Credits into SHATAEQ
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Once all the classes are entered, the information needs to be rolled into history. This is the most
important step because if the credits are not in history, no one else can view them.
Steps to Roll into History
Go to Options on the top toolbar. Click on the second link, Equivalent Roll Info, which will open
the Transfer Articulation Evaluation Form.

Options drop down menu on the SHATAEQ Form
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Equivalent Course GPA/Roll to History Form
Equivalent Course GPA/Roll to History Form
Equivalent Roll:
a) History Indicator: Select Roll to History from drop down menu and Save. This will save
the credits in the student’s record and prevent any further changes at this time.
b) “GPA Calculation Completed” box will appear – Enter OK
To see credits that have already been entered, follow these steps:
a) Institution: Select the school to view
b) Go to Options
c) Select Equivalent Roll Info
d) Roll to History: Enter Delete from History and save
e) “GPA Calculation Completed” box will appear: Enter OK
f)

Transfer credits should appear immediately.

If the transfer credits do not appear, follow these steps:
a) Go to Options again
b) Select Trans Credit Articulation
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c) “Do you want to save your change” will appear – Enter Yes
d) Now transfer credits will appear

General Transfer Credit Policy
Refer to the Transfer Articulation Manual for additional details and information.

1) A transfer student will be considered as anyone who has taken college credit after the
completion of high school. This would not include high school students who have
completed credits while in high school or the summer following their high school
graduation.
For applicants who have completed fewer than 12 college credits, a high school
transcript is required to make an admissions decision.
2) Credit is usually transferable for all courses in which the applicant has obtained a grade
of C (2.0) or higher and has received college credit from an accredited institution.
Courses acceptable in transfer may not all apply to the program the student is pursuing
at Mercy. If a student has an Associates or Bachelor’s degree, courses below a C may
be accepted as long as they do not apply to the student’s major requirements.
Freshman Seminar will not be required for any transfer student with 30+ credits and will be
substituted with a liberal arts transfer course taken at Mercy.
3) The evaluation of transcripts for the purpose of determining transferable credit is done on
an individual basis. Matriculating students must successfully complete at least 30
semester hours of credit in residence, 15–21 credits of which must be in their major
concentration, in order to receive their degree from Mercy College. A maximum of 75
credits may be accepted upon transfer from accredited two-year colleges. A maximum
of 90 credits may be accepted upon transfer from accredited four-year colleges.
Combined transfer credits from two- and four-year colleges may not exceed 90 credits. If
two and four year colleges are combined no more than 75 of these 90 credits can be
from the 2 year schools. The 90 credits will also include any outside testing credits or CLEP
exam credits.
4) All transfer credits completed at an institution prior to attending Mercy College must be
submitted before the end of the semester of entrance. Credits received after the first
semester at Mercy College will not be included in the student’s account.
5) Applicants Transferring with an Associate’s Degree
If a student has an Associate’s degree, with a minimum of 48 credits in liberal arts and
sciences, and an average grade of C in courses taken toward that degree, he/she may
receive full credit for having completed the general education requirements for the
Bachelor’s degree at Mercy College. The minimum 48 liberal arts and sciences credits
must be used towards completion of the degree. Courses taken after the Associates has
been conferred cannot be used towards the 48 credit minimum. ENGL 111, ENGL 112,
SPCM 110, the Math requirement for the degree, and any general education courses
that are prerequisites for the major, will still be required to be taken at Mercy if not
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included in the accepted transfer credits. Junior Seminar will not be waived for a student
with an Associate’s degree.
6) Applicants Transferring with a Bachelors’ Degree
If a student is pursuing a second Bachelor’s degree at Mercy the general education
courses can be substituted using liberal arts and sciences courses the student has
completed. For students who have completed a Bachelor’s degree lacking the 48 credit
minimum courses Mercy courses will be substituted using only liberal arts and sciences
courses completed. Depending on the amount of liberal arts and sciences courses
completed in the degree this may limit the amount of general education courses that
can be substituted` . All general education courses can be substituted including Junior
Seminar. Courses that are prerequisites are the only exception.
7) Life Achievement Credit
Students can obtain up to 30 Life Achievement credits at Mercy. These credits will count
as transfer credits and will be included in the 90 credit transfer maximum. Students will
register for LFAC301 with a permit from Dean of Articulation or Faculty Development
Administrator. LFAC301 is included in the 30 credit maximum. An additional fee will be
applied for the number of credits received through Life Achievement.
8) Liberal Art elective and an Open elective:
The term “liberal arts” refers to a grouping of disciplines that, in Western culture, are
considered essential for adequate education and civic participation: the Humanities
(Arts, English, Foreign Languages, History, and Philosophy), the Social Sciences
(Anthropology, Communication, Geography, Political Science, Psychology, Sociology,
and Women’s Studies), the Sciences (Biology, Chemistry, Geology, and Physics), and
Mathematics. (Refer to appendix for additional list of liberal arts and non-liberal arts
courses)
9) Entering information in for schools that are not credit based:
15 hours are equivalent to 1 Mercy College credit. Therefore, 45 hours of study is equal to
3 credits.

It is also possible to group two 25 hour courses to equal 50 hours/3 credits. It is

best to group like-minded subjects: i.e. life skills, English coursework, etc. (i.e. Drake
Business School). Never round up.
10) Determine the Unit of credit
a) Semester Credit: 1 credit is equal to 15 hours
b) Quarter Credit: 1 credit is equal to 10 hours
c) CEU: Continuing Education Units are nit the same as Unit credit. Use the Hours to
covert these into credits.
11) Transcripts that do not have a designated Subject title or course number
In the event that there is no subject designation or course number, they will need to be
created. Use the General Education Requirements as a guide and the Mercy College
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Catalogue to look for similar classes will also provide a subject name and/or course
number.
Bible Study can be entered as RELG in the subject column. Enter the full name of the
course in the course description.
Course Number: start with 100, 200 and so on.
The course on the transcript is worth 4 credits but the equivalent Mercy course is 3 credits.
First, change the credits on the left side to 3 and enter a new course for 1 credit. The
course should be entered as the same subject, a letter A should be added to the course
number.
For example, Course SPA 100


Spanish 1

4 credits is entered as

Subject: SPA
Course: 100
Credit: 3

A second course is entered as


Subject: SPA
Course: 100A
Credit: 1

12) The Articulation (Entering the Right Side)
If the credits pop up automatically, the title will also pop up and the course is in the
Banner system. The right side will automatically populate. Various transcripts require that
the transcript is also processed on the right side by SSSC. Seminary Courses approved,
CLEPs, AP, and DSST transcripts are among the ones that are processed on the right at
the same time as the left.
To process the right side,
a. Articulate Ind: Enter Override Edit from the drop down menu
b. Subject: Use the same subject as the left side
c. Course: Use same number as the left side
d. Credit Hours: Is the same number of credits
e. Grade: Add T before the grade, for example, a B grade on the left side will be a
TB on the right side.
f.

Mode: Enter T

13) Quarter Hour Conversion (Refer to the Conversion Tables in Appendix)
http://www.auburn.edu/semesters/conversion.html
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When evaluating quarter hours, first determine how many Semester Hours the student
should have. After crossing off any unusable courses count up the quarter hours, convert
them to semester hours. For example 90 quarter hours are equal to 60 semester hours
(multiply by .67). Round down – not up.
Then for everything that has a Mercy equivalent give the full 3 credits (English, History,
and Psychology). Once that is all added up, and there are only open electives left,
make sure that the amount of open electives does not exceed the number of semester
hours the student is supposed to have. So in the example above if all equivalent courses
add up to 36 credits and all that was left were open electives you would give that
person 24 open electives.

Substitutions and Waivers
Substitutions are used when a student has an Associate’s degree and the 48 liberal arts and
sciences requirement, or when they have a Bachelor’s degree, and to replace freshman
seminar with 30+ credits in transfer.
Substitutions may also be requested by the academic programs to fill major concentrations and
electives. Substitutions will only be accepted if submitted by a Program Director or Chair through
the online link.
Waivers are currently used for the MBA program and one Education course (EDUC 609).
a. Continuing Students Transferring Additional Credits
Students looking to take additional credits outside of Mercy College to transfer
them back must get approval from the department head and school Dean.
Forms for approval can be obtained at the Students Services office or through a
PACT mentor. This form must be on file in Xtender for these credits to be entered
once the updated transcript is received.
b. Biology and Chemistry Labs
Any lecture and lab that has now been split at Mercy can also be considered
separately in transfer. A student can transfer in a lecture course and take the lab
portion at Mercy.
They can also transfer the lab and take the lecture at Mercy. These courses will
be considered on an individual basis and approval must be obtained by the
Chair of Natural Sciences.
c) Credit for Health and Safety Training
Students can transfer in up to one credit with two Health and Safety Courses. The
student will need proof of at least two completed training courses. CPR, EMT, and
First Aid training will be acceptable courses. This credit will only be approved from
the American Red Cross or the American Heart Association. Cards showing proof
of completion will be sufficient to grant transfer credit and can be transferred in
as one open elective credit any time before completion of the degree program.
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Freshman Seminar
Freshman Seminar will be not be required for any transfer student with 30+ credits and will be
substituted with a liberal arts transfer course or a liberal arts course taken at Mercy.

How do I find a graduate student’s incoming GPA?
GPA Policies
3. College GPAs are determined by using the final, cumulative GPA as reported by the
institution.
a) All GPA information for the student’s record must be saved in the “GPA” field in
SOAPCOL in Banner.
4. In either type (High School or College), if the GPA has not been calculated by the institution,
see your supervisor for assistance is determining the correct GPA.
Graduate Transfer Credits
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Applicants may transfer up to 6 credits into a graduate program at Mercy with the presentation
of official transcripts. These courses must indicate a grade of B or better, must have been taken
within five years of acceptance to the program, and must be approved by the Program Director
or Chair before the student begins the first term. If more than 6 credits are requested in transfer
this request must be approved by the school Dean. A particular program may have more
stringent requirements for the transfer of credits and the Graduate Catalog should be consulted.

How can you tell if an admission decision has been made?
SAAADMS – Admissions Application Form
This form is used to check the student admission decision and checklist. An Applicant Decision
of full acceptance and an Application Status of D (decision made) will release Financial Aid.
a. Application Status: Status MUST be “D” if it is NOT, student NOT currently eligible
for certification
b. Confirm Applicable Application Decision: Status MUST be one of the following
codes: “CC, CG, MC, or MG”, if it is NOT, student NOT currently eligible for loan
certification
Verify that the checklist is complete
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SAAADMS Form with Full Admit Code

Checklist in SAAADMS
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How do you know what Math and English classes a student has placed
into after taking a placement test?
All test scores and Math/ENGL placement are recorded in the SOATEST screen in Banner. Once you have logged
onto Banner you may access SOATEST via My Banner or by typing in the form name. SOATEST houses all test scores
(SAT, CLEP, placement, GRE, GMAT, LSAT, CSA, etc.). Students are placed into an appropriate Math/English
classed based on completion of a placement exam or a review of the student’s transcript. The default (lowest) placement
options are MATH 105 and ENGL 109. It is important to note that the courses required for General Education
requirements and ultimately for graduation are ENGL 111 & ENGL 112 and either MATH 115 or MATH 116. Students
placed into MATH 105 or into ENGL 109 or ENGL 110 should understand that while they will receive elective credit
for these courses, they will not count towards their general education English and Math requirements.
MEANING OF TEST CODES IN SOATEST:
ENS = Students are placed in the appropriate English coursework based on a review of the student’s transcript. (ie. 111
is the equivalent of ENGL 111)
ENL = Students are placed in the appropriate English coursework based on completion of a placement exam. The level
of coursework is indicated in the test score field. (ie. 111 is the equivalent of ENGL 111)
MAS = Students are placed in the appropriate Math coursework based on a review of the student’s transcript. (ie. 116 is
the equivalent of MATH 116)
MAL = Students are placed in the appropriate Math coursework based on completion of the placement exam. The level
of coursework is indicated in the test score field. (ie. 116 is the equivalent of MATH 116)
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How do you find out if a student has registered for classes?
Your PACT Mentor or Student Services Counselor will discuss your educational and career goals
with you and help you plan a program of study. It is important to consider the number of hours
you may be working in addition to school and any family or other obligations you may have.
When you and your counselor/mentor have chose a class schedule for the first semester, and
you have gone over your degree audit and understand the requirements for your major (if you
have chosen one), your registration will be processed through Mercy Connect. You will then
receive a printed schedule of the days and times that your classes meet.
Remember: To avoid having your registration cancelled, make sure you use a valid method of
payment. You must have your courses paid in full, have a company reimbursement or
scholarship letter, or have completed your FAFSA, including a signed promissory note, or have
made an arrangement for a payment plan.

How do you find holds that are prohibiting students from registering for
classes?
SOAHOLD/Hold Information
All holds should be entered at the time a decision is processed on the application and when it is
updated. Removing admissions processing holds, specifically the SSSC origination code, is done
as documents are received. The Release Indicator should never be checked. A processor can
view what process is affected by clicking the drop down menu next to the code. For example,
a hold type of 20 will prevent registration.
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a) Hold Type – The numbered code represents what is missing in the student’s checklist.
Hold Types used by SSSC:
Code : Description
20: Missing HS Transcript with Graduate date (student has partial, unofficial, or no transcript)
21: Missing GED (student does not have a GED on file)
22: Missing Official College Transcript (student has a partial, unofficial, or no transcript)
23: Missing Official College Transcript with Degree Conferred (Graduate student, needs conferral
date or an official copy of the transcript with conferral date listed)
24: Must Complete Admissions File (student is missing supporting documents)
26: Low GPA Hold (Graduate student who has less than a 3.0 GPA in their undergraduate
studies; place hold from the GRAD office not from SSSC). A student with a GPA below 2.7 will
need the approval of the Program Director or his/her designee. This Hold will be used for all
programs except Education.
2G: Must Complete Program Prerequisites (Graduate students missing prerequisites, listed on
directors assessments as a stipulation for admission). This Hold will be used for all programs
except Education. Graduate Health Science Students usually have until the end of their first
semester to complete prerequisite courses, do not CD these Students, as a CD decision will
prevent the disbursement of aid. So, if the only condition for admission on the assessment is the
completion of prerequisite courses, please CG the Student and use the 2G Hold, with the
prerequisite courses listed under Reason, and the Originator Code=GRAD.
01: Bad College Wide ID hold (student has two CWIDs, one is incorrect)
2A: Application Term Update (needed when a student is admitted to a term and does not
register for that term. It will stop the student from registering for any future terms.)
Graduate Education Holds
Below are Holds used by the Education department.
Detail

Comment

Start Date

E0

SOE CST TESOL

E1

SOE LAST

E2

SOE CST MULTI

E3

SOE CST LANG ARTS

1 year from first semester

E5

CST MATH

1 year from first semester

E6

CST BIOLOGY

1 year from first semester

E7

CST SBL PART 1

only for SBLD

1 year from first semester

E8

CST SBL PART II

only for SBLD

1 year from first semester

E9

CST LITERACY

1 year from first semester

EG

ADMIT CGPA LT 3.0

Hold date for current semester

EL

12 CR LANGUAGE

the following semester

EP

ANY PREREQUISITES
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b) Reason – Specify what is needed to complete the application, such as what college
transcript is needed, the test score that is required, etc.
c) Origination Code – SSSC, which means it is an admission processing hold
GRAD for LAST Hold or Low GPA Hold
d) From – Date the hold is to begin, goes into effect
e) TO – Date the hold is to end; 31-DEC-2099 is used. When clearing a hold always use the
previous day’s date.
If a hold needs to be cleared that has not gone into effect yet, the processor must clear both
the TO and FROM dates, using the previous day’s date.
Select F10 to save data.
Everything entered in Reason can be seen by the student when he/she view the account online
in Self Service.
Effective hold dates are as follows:
Spring semester: March 1
Summer semester: June 1
Fall semester: November 1

Hold Information Form (SOAHOLD) used to enter various holds on a student’s record
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Director’s Decision Form
A Director’s Decision Form also known as a Director’s Assessment is required for acceptance to
all graduate programs. Check Xtender to make sure all the documents were processed
properly (for example, transcripts) and are present in the student’s file. If anything is missing or
listed as pending on the assessment, be sure to add the additional hold for the document. If the
director puts a stipulation on the assessment, include the appropriate hold.
Although most of these are submitted electronically, a director may still forward a manual DDF.
If the director should circle CC and they list pending for any of the documents, the student
becomes a CD not a CC. We no longer accept Waiver Admits for any student.
If a director submits an assessment that is not complete, is filled out incorrectly, or lists waiver as
the decision; hold on to the assessment and ask the director to submit another assessment with
the appropriate information.
Make sure the following is filled out completely:


Student Name



Student ID or Social Security Number



The Program Name



The CORRECT term



Directors Name



Director’s Signature



Date



A Decision Code is circled
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How do you find notes about previous conversations with a student?
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RHACOMM- Applicant Comments
This screen is used to view/add comments. This form is also used to check the student’s followup record and all the information that is provided to the student should be in this screen. The
comments should be written in a matter-of-fact format. Be proactive and avoid making
personal comments.
Comments need to document the academic year they are about, specifically Summer/Fall
questions. Since this is in between two processing years (09/10 and 10/11), comments should be
broken out as they pertain to specific award years.
Note: When students call with issues/questions, this is one of the most important screens to gather
historical information on the particular student.
a. To view comments:




Enter the student CWID in the ID field
Press enter to load the student’s information
Next Block (Ctrl + Page Down) or populate the form by moving cursor to the first
open box.

b. To add comments:
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Enter the student CWID in the ID field
Press enter to load the student’s information
Next Block (Ctrl + Page Down)
Enter an Aid Year (0809, 0910….) Current AY is 0910. However, when entering a
comment referencing FA 2009, SP 2009 and SU 2009 use 0809.
Next Block (Ctrl + Page Down)
Press F10 to Save record

RHACOMM Form used to enter all communications pertaining to financial aid with student
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How do you find out if a student is in PACT and who their assigned mentor
is?
The Mercy College Personalized Achievement Contract (PACT) is a program designed to
maximize student success through a comprehensive collaboration between the student and
Mercy College.
PACT students are provided professional mentors who facilitate integrated support for
academic, career, and personal growth. Together, student and mentor create a customized
plan designed to guarantee academic excellence.
All students need to do is apply to Mercy. First-time, full-time, bachelor’s degree-seeking
students will be selected for PACT and assigned a PACT mentor.
In order to determine whether a student is in PACT, check the SGASADD screen in Banner.
Under Student Cohort, a PACT student will have a PACT cohort code attached to his or her
record.

SGASADD screen in Banner used to find out whether a student is in PACT
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In order to identify a student’s PACT mentor, use the SGAADVR screen in Banner.

SGAADVR screen in Banner used to find out who a student’s PACT mentor is

How do you find out who a student’s SS Counselor is?
Identifying the SS Counselor
Refer to the counselor indicated on ROAUSDF on line 40. If there is no counselor assigned,
research his/her home campus and program of study. Then refer to the Student Services
Counselor Assignment Chart.
ROAUSDF/ Applicant User Defined Data Form
This form is used to identify the Student Services Counselor.
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ROAUSDF Form used to determine the Student Services Counselor
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Current Students
How are students classified in Banner?
SGASTDN/General Student Form
This form is used to confirm the general student type (Freshman, Continuing, Graduate, High
School, Readmit, Special matric, . . . ). Before a student is registered, SAAADMS will be the main
screen to check to verify information. After a student has registered, SGASTDN will become the
main screen.

How do I check a student’s status?
SGASTDN/General Student Form
This form is used to confirm the general student status (regular or non-matriculate). Before a
student is registered, SAAADMS will be the main screen to check to verify information. After a
student has registered, SGASTDN will become the main screen.
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SGASTDN Form used to verify student status

ROASTAT /Applicant Status
This form will show if the student is a dependent or independent student, if they were selected for
Verification and they are meeting Satisfactory Academic Progress.
1. Applicant Status Tab
a.

Dependency


D = Dependent



I = Independent

b. Tracking Group – Will also show if the student is Independent or Dependent. Selected
for Verification – 1 = Selected
c.

Verification Status – V = Verified

2. Eligibility Status Tab
Confirm if the student has Satisfactory Academic Progress. If the EFC changes after
verification, the college will need a new ISIR. Data is downloaded from the Federal
processor every Monday and Friday.
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New SAP Status


NOSAP is for federal aid eligibility… Student isn’t getting TAP or any financial aid
because they didn’t make satisfactory progress.



NYFAIL is when a student is not making SAP as per NYS requirements for TAP
eligibility.

Applicant Status on ROASTAT Form
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Eligibility Status on ROASTAT Form to determine Academic Progress

How to determine McNair eligibility?
Participation as a McNair Scholar is by application in the sophomore year with the following
criteria:
 A grade point average of 2.7 or higher;
 United States citizenship or permanent residence;
 Low-income, first generation college student OR membership in a group underrepresented in graduate studies specifically: African-American, Hispanic, Native
American;
 A declared major in a discipline for which a doctorate is the terminal degree.
 Definite Graduate School career plans.
 Demonstrated talent and interest in reading and writing.

How to determine CSTEP eligibility?
A student is eligible to participate in the Collegiate Science and Technology Entry Program if the
student meets all of the following requirements:




New York state resident
African-American, Hispanic/Latino, American Indian or Alaskan native
Economically disadvantaged (Institutions must assure that no more than 20% of all CSTEP
students are concurrently enrolled in a state-funded opportunity program)
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How to determine SSSP eligibility?
A student is eligible to participate in a Student Support Services Program if the student meets all
of the following requirements:
 Is a United States citizen or meets the residency requirement for federal student financial
assistance.
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Is enrolled at the grantee institution or accepted for enrollment in the next academic term
at that institution.
Has a need for academic support, as determined by the grantee, in order to pursue
successfully a postsecondary educational program.
Is:
o
o

A low-income individual;
A first generation college student; or an individual with disabilities

How do I determine when/how a student registered for classes?
SFASTCA/Student Course Registration Audit
This form will show the student’s registration as well as how and when they registered. Each
record shows an individual action for one course. The activity date is the date of the action.
The user name will either show a Banner user (employee) or “www_user” if the student initiated
the action via self-service.
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SFASTCA Form will state what student is registered for

How do I determine if a student has any registration holds?
SOAHOLD/Hold Information Form
This form is used to check if the student has a hold that affects registration, or if the student is
missing school/departmental requirements (e.g., test scores).
Anything entered in Reason can be seen by student’s when they view their accounts online in
self service.
Outstanding Balance – (Hold type AR) The student has an outstanding balance or expected aid
will not cover the full balance.
Collection Agency Hold – Balance will be a Zero (0). The college has exhausted every possibility
to contact the student to no avail; the bill has been given to an external agency for collection.
Do not give out a dollar amount when speaking with the student, because the collection
agency will add additional fees to the amount.
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Older accounts that have no detail have to be addressed with the Director of Business
Operations.



How does a student register for class?
How to Register for Classes Online:
1) Click on the Register for Classes link or the Administrative Services tab. Once on the
administrative services page choose Student and Financial Aid.
2) Select Registration. Proceed to click on Add or Drop Classes and choose the registration
term that you are registering for.
3) If you know the CRN numbers you can just enter the numbers in the rectangular boxes
and Submit Changes. If you do not know the CRN number click on the courses and
search by subject.
4) Choose the subject and click on the section and time that works for you.
5) Once you found the class, click on the box, a check mark will appear.
6) Scroll down and Submit Changes.

How do I look up a class roster?





Log-in to Mercy Connect.
Under the Administrative Services tab click on the Faculty link.
Click either Detail Class List or Summary Class List
Enter CRN Directly

How do I find out who is teaching a class?







Log-in to Mercy Connect.
Under the Administrative Services tab click on the Faculty link.
Click Class Schedule
Select Appropriate term
Select Subject (or all)
Click Course Search
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How is attendance entered?
Final grading is entered in Self Service by the faculty assigned to the section. Attached is the
instruction letter that is sent to each faculty member. The Grading memo is revised for each Part
of Term that is in final grading.
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SAMPLE GRADING MEMO
TO:

Faculty of Instruction

FROM: Donna Rebain, Associate Director,
Systems Management Operations/Registrar
RE:

Spring 2014

Instructors are responsible for submitting final grades for students via the Web by the due date stated. Grading will open
during the last week of class and will close 5 days after the end of the session. Academic criteria for grades are provided
in the College Catalogs but please note the grade descriptions below which explain grades impacted by attendance. It is
imperative that you meet the attendance and grading deadlines since numerous academic and financial aid policies and
the student’s continuation at the College are determined by the attendance and grades.

GRADE REPORTING FOR SPRING 2014 – E2 and Term B:
Opens: 3/10/2014
Closes: 3/22/2014

Grade Definitions and Valid Grades

F:

This grade is assigned for either of the following reasons:
-

the student, while attending the entire course, fails to meet the minimum requirements;
the student, while attending more than 60 % of the course, has not met the minimum requirements, nor
requested an incomplete;

FW: This grade is assigned to a student who has stopped attending sometime after the initial attendance has been
reported, but before the 60% date of the term has been reached; the FW grade is treated as an F in computing the
student’s GPA. The last date of attendance does not have to be reported.
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I:
This grade is assigned by the Instructor to a student who requests it prior to the end of the course if the instructor
agrees that there is good reason to expect completion of assigned work in the extra time granted.

Valid grades are: A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+, C, C-, D, F, I, FW

PLEASE NOTE: C- AND D ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE GRADES IN THE GRADUATE PROGRAMS.

FACULTY SHOULD NOT ENTER “W” GRADES. A grade of W can only be the result of a student or
administrative action.

Please report to our Office if:

-

A STUDENT HAS BEEN ATTENDING AND IS NOT ON YOUR GRADING LIST.

If you need assistance or have any questions, please contact staff members listed below:

For Technical problems such as web browser, please contact the Helpdesk at helpdesk@mercy.edu or call
914-674-7526.
Blackboard, please contact On-Line Learning at rstavitz@mercy.edu.
Registrar’s Office is located in Mercy Hall, Room 27.
Donna Rebain, Associate Registrar drebain@mercy.edu or call 914-674-3108

********IMPORTANT INFORMATION********
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Please note that once you submit your grades through Mercy Connect any changes that need to be made to a student’s
grade will have to be submitted to the Registrar’s Office. With the Banner system in order for students to see their
grades and obtain a transcript a process needs to be run nightly. Once this is run you will not be able to go in and make
any changes, only the Registrar’s Office staff will have access to make any changes.

Here are the directions for entering your grades:

If you have taught here before you should know your Username and Password.
If you have this information please go to http://connect.mercy.edu

(You can access this directly or through the Mercy home page www.mercy.edu
by clicking on Mercy Connect. Then follow the directions in the large box on the bottom right hand side. This will tell you how to
look up your user name and password if you do not already have one.)



Once you have logged into Mercy Connect select the Administrative Services tab (second from the
left on top).



When the next page appears, choose Faculty. You will see a menu of options.



Choose “Final Grades” from the menu.
Select a Term from the Drop Down Menu.
(Please note that it will default to Quarter.)

Spring 2014 Semester for most programs
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Spring 2014 Trimester for graduate programs in Occupational Therapy and Physical Therapy

Spring 2014 Quarter for graduate programs in MBA, Public Accounting, Direct and Interactive
Marketing, Internet Business, Human Resource Management and Health Services Management.



Choose the course(s) from the drop down menu that you need to enter final grades for. Hit submit.




Under the “Grade” column go to the drop down arrow and choose one of the valid grades listed on
the previous page for each student in your course. When you are finished entering your grades hit
submit. The Grade column will populate with the final grade chose. If you submit a grade of FW
(stopped attending) you should not have to enter a last date of attendance.



Please print a copy for your records.



When you are done you can exit out.
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How does a student request a grade change?
Academic Appeals Policy
The purpose of the Academic Appeals Policy is to provide a process for the equitable resolution
of formal complaints made by a student, faculty member or administrator over academic issues
including grade disputes, cheating, plagiarism and the application of academic policies,
except for dismissal review. The following steps constitute the process; before proceeding to a
higher-level step, all lower-level steps must first be completed and documented in some form.
The college continues to recommend and encourage the informal resolution of complaints,
believing that effective communication is also part of the educational process. To the extent
that a faculty member, academic unit head or dean are unavailable, a designee may be
appointed for purposes of resolving such issues in a timely manner.
Step One: Faculty.
At this step the process remains informal. Within four weeks of the end of the semester, term, or
quarter (the “academic period”) in which the disputed matter occurred, the student and
faculty member must meet in person or by phone to discuss the issue. After the meeting, the
faculty member must make a decision within one week and communicate it in writing to the
student. If the student is dissatisfied with the outcome of this meeting, a formal written appeal
must be submitted by the student to the relevant academic unit head.
Step Two: Academic Unit Head.
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Any formal written appeal of the decision in Step One must be filed with the academic unit
head no later than six weeks after the end of the academic period in which the issue of the
appeal occurred. Within two weeks of receipt of the formal written appeal, the academic unit
head will, depending on the situation, meet separately or jointly with the student and faculty
member involved. Meetings may be in person or via telephone. During these meetings each
party will submit all information and supporting documentation to the academic unit head; a
written decision should be sent to both parties within two weeks of the meeting. If the faculty
member involved is also the academic unit head, the parties may agree to allow another
faculty member in the department to review the appeal or proceed directly to Step Three.
Step Three: School Dean.
Within one week of the decision in Step Two, an appeal may be made in writing by the student
to the relevant school dean. The school dean will, depending on the situation, meet separately
or jointly with the student and faculty member, and, as necessary, the academic unit head
involved within two weeks of receipt of the formal written appeal. Meetings should be in person,
to the extent practicable. The school dean will review the written appeal and previous actions
on the appeal, along with any additional information and substantiation submitted by each
party, and will render a decision in writing to all parties within two weeks of the meeting.
Step Four: Academic Appeals Committee.
In the event that the issue has not been satisfactorily resolved in Steps One, Two or Three, a final
appeal may be made to the Academic Appeals Committee. Such appeal must be made in
writing to the Committee, to the attention of the Associate Provost, within four weeks of the
decision by the school dean. Appeals should be accompanied by any substantiating
documentation. The Academic Appeals Committee will hold a meeting, as described below,
and shall render a decision in writing to both parties within two weeks of the conclusion of the
meeting.
The Undergraduate Academic Appeals Committee consists of the Associate Provost and up to
three faculty members, two administrators, and two students. The chair of the Committee is the
Associate Provost. The Committee meets at regular intervals. All parties to the appeal will be
permitted to participate in the meeting with the Committee. The student may be accompanied
by one person who is not professional legal counsel. The Committee will hear from both parties
and may call on any witnesses to the matter and review any supplementary documentation.
The Committee may ask questions throughout the meeting and may, if necessary, adjourn the
meeting to obtain additional information. The Committee will review whether it is more likely
than not that the alleged conduct occurred. In the case of a grade dispute, the Committee
does not have the authority to make a grade change; rather, the Committee will review
whether it appears the original grade was fairly awarded.
The decision rendered by the Academic Appeals Committee is final; no additional appeals will
be permitted.

How does a student change their major?
Student should meet with their Mentor (PACT, OSS, COP, . . ) to discuss major choice and specific
steps relevant to a particular major.
A change of major form must be completed by the student and the student’s Mentor and
submitted to the Registrar’s Office.

How do I see a student’s change of major? Where is it processed?
Major history is stored on SGASTDN. Enter the student ID, but do NOT click “next block”. Rather,
click the arrow next to Student Summary at the top of the page.
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This will take you to the SGASTDQ screen. Use the up and down arrows to scroll through the
major history.

How do I determine a student’s level for financial aid purposes?
ROAENRL/Financial Aid Enrollment
Full time – 12 or more credits
¾ Time – 9 to 11 credits
½ Time – 6 to 9 credits
Less than ½ time – less than 6 credits
Student level (for loan eligibility purposes)
0 to 29 credits – Freshman
30 – 59 credits – Sophomore
60 and above is a Junior/Senior
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ROAENRL Form states the student status

How do I determine if a student is making Satisfactory Academic
Progress?
SAP – Satisfactory Academic Progress
To be eligible for Financial Aid, a student must meet established minimum satisfactory
academic progress, and the college must have a reasonable policy for monitoring the progress.
The policy must be applied consistently to all educational programs and to all students.
Requirements for Making SAP
 Student must earn 67% of attempted credit
 For 0-30 credit hours attempted, students must earn an overall GPA of 1.50
 For 31-60 credit hours attempted, students must earn an overall GPA of 1.75
 For 61+ credit hours attempted, students must earn an overall GPA of 2.00
 Transfer hours count as both attempted and earned in calculation
Every student needs to pass 67% of their courses. If the student’s completion rate falls below
that, or their GPA falls below the required amount, the student can submit an appeal. The
appeal letter must indicate what the circumstances were and include any supporting
documents and submitted to their Student Services Counselor.
SAP Review Process
 Mercy College reviews SAP at the end of the Spring Term
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Students who fail to meet SAP are not eligible to receive aid starting the immediate
subsequent term (summer included)
Students are sent letters to notify them of their SAP status
A student may submit a written and signed SAP Appeal Letter that must include:
o Why the student failed to make SAP(physical or mental illness, physical or mental
illness of family member, extreme circumstances)
o What has changed that will allow the student to make SAP at the next evaluation
o A detailed academic plan that is made in conjunction with a PACT/OSS mentor
If a student cannot establish SAP within two terms, he/she is not eligible to appeal for a
second time

Primary Roles of the Mentor
 Calculate target GPA and 67% completion rate
 Develop academic plan with student
 Review student’s SAP appeal letter

How do I know what classes are offered each semester?







Log-in to Mercy Connect.
Under the Administrative Services tab click on the Faculty link.
Click Class Schedule
Select Appropriate term
Select Subject (or all)
Click Course Search

How does a student apply for financial aid?
The fastest and easiest way to apply for Federal financial aid is to fill out a Free Application for
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) at www.fafsa.gov.
In addition to documenting financial need for most programs, you must meet the following
criteria:
i)
Be a U.S. citizen or eligible non-citizen. Students with permanent resident status must
provide alien registration information.
ii)
Be admitted to and enrolled at Mercy College as a matriculated student.
iii)
Be enrolled full time to be eligible for most types of scholarship and financial aid. This
requires at least 12 credit hours per semester as an undergraduate. Some types of aid,
depending upon program restrictions and available funds, may be awarded to students
enrolled in fewer than 12 credit hours, usually 6 to 11 credit hours.
Check you Mercy Connect e-mail regularly for notification at http://connect.mercy.edu
Financial Aid is defined as any funds provided to students to help pay for higher education
related expenses.
Mercy College utilizes the US Department of Education Free Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA) to determine federal and institutional aid eligibility for a given academic year.
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Student Status
The amount of Federal and State aid a student will be eligible for will vary depending on the
status of the student. If a student is a dependent, his parents’ financial information will be
needed for the determination of eligibility.
What defines a student as “Independent”?
The student was/is:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Born before January 1, 1987
Married
Have children and provide more than half of their support
Veteran or serving on active duty in the US Armed Forces
I have dependents (excluding children/spouse) who live with me & provide more than
half of their support
f) At the age of 13, both parents are deceased
g) At the age of 13, student was in foster care, or ward of state
h) Legal Guardianship or emancipated minor
i) Homeless or at risk of being homeless
If a student answers “yes” to any one of the conditions stated above, the student is considered
an independent student and does not need to provide parental information.
Conversely, if the student answers “no” to all of these conditions, parental information must be
included on the FAFSA.
Student Dependency Status-Dependent
If the student does not meet any one of these criteria, they are Dependent.
a) Parent - refers to a biological or adoptive parent only
b) Divorce or Separation - need information about the parent the student has lived with the
most or who have provided the most financial support in the past 12 months
c) Remarried - need information on stepparent

What is a FASFA?
The Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) at www.fafsa.ed.gov
The fastest and easiest way to apply for federal financial aid is to fill out a Free Application for
Student Aid (FAFSA) at www.fafsa.gov. This is a collection method of data used to determine the
student’s estimated family contribution and resulting need.
By completing the FAFSA online, a student can avoid processing delays by ensuring the
information is complete. A FAFSA on the Web Worksheet can be downloaded from
www.fafsa.gov to assist the student and parent in completing the online FAFSA.
When applying online, students and parents will need to sign up for a PIN (Personal Identification
Number) at www.pin.ed.gov. The PIN will serve as an identifier and as an electronic signature.
Students and parents can use their PINs to electronically sign the FAFSA on the Web and to
access the Department of Education’s online records. The same PIN will be used through their
academic career.
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To file the FAFSA, a student will need a copy of their parents’ and/or the student’s most recent
federal tax return as well as the Mercy Federal School Code: 002772.
Other FAFSA facts include:
a) FAFSA must be filed every year
b) The Mercy College Priority Deadline for each year is February 15. (e.g., for 2014-15, the
Priority Deadline would be Feb. 15, 2014)
c) Will be available any time after January 1.
d) Available through June 30 of the following year.
e) Same PIN from Undergraduate career through PhD
SAR and ISIR
When completed, the FAFSA is processed by the Central Processing System. The CPS sends the
results to the student in the form of a Student Aid Report (SAR) and to the school in the form of
an Institutional Student Information Record (ISIR). A SAR will be electronically sent to the student
within 3-5 days, if the student provided an email address. If not, A SAR will be sent via US mail to
the student within 7-10 days after submitting the information. Upon receipt, the student must
review the SAR to make sure it is correct and complete. If corrections are needed, the student
can:
a) Enter the corrections online using their PIN, by going to www.fafsa.gov and selecting
“Make Corrections to a Processed FAFSA.”
b) Or, if the student received a paper SAR, make any necessary corrections on that SAR
and mail it to the address on the form for processing.
c) Limited information can be corrected over the phone such as mailing or email address,
schools, etc.
The SAR will summarize the information included in the FAFSA. It will also indicate the amount of
PELL Grant eligibility, if any, and the Expected Family Contribution (EFC), as well as any eligibility
issues. The SAR will also notify a student if they have been selected for verification.
The ISIR is the electronic record provided to Mercy which includes the information provided by
the student on the FAFSA. The ISIR will also contain the student’s Expected Family Contribution
and the results of the federal database matches (including citizenship, names, dates of birth
and Social Security number matches).
You can avoid processing delays by using FAFSA on the Web because it helps to ensure that
your information is complete. You and your parents can even “sign” the application
electronically by getting a PIN) Personal Identification Number) at www.pin.ed.gov.
Verification
FAFSAs are selected for verification by the Central Processing System and the College on a
random basis. The information provided on the FAFSA is verified for accuracy.
Additionally, if the college (whether Student Services or another Mercy College Department)
accepts tax documents from a student (whether or not the respective documents were
requested) Student Services must also complete Verification for this cohort of students.
A Verification worksheet must be completed by the student.
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If a returning student is selected for verification, the student is required to submit new information
for the new processing year. Different tax year, different tax documents…the only thing that is
the exception is if a student has a C FLAG for citizenship, Selective Service, if the college has
valid proof of citizenship, selective service from a prior year that has not expired etc. it will not be
requested again.
If student selected by DOE or Mercy College and documents are not received, all Award Status
Codes will be updated to “P” (except for the Pell Grant) on RPAAWRD.

Pending status awaiting Verification

Completing Verification
Once Student Services receives all appropriate documentation for the student (and other family
members, as applicable) it is compared to the FAFSA data provided. If there are no errors, the
aid will be disbursed. If verification reveals errors or inconsistencies with the original application,
data corrections will be necessary.
Verification requests are sent out with the initial loading of a student’s ISIR data into Banner, and
then biweekly thereafter until documents are received. If a student fails to respond to 5 requests,
they will receive a warning letter. Failure to respond to that will result in a final, strongly worded
letter indicating their aid has been cancelled, unless they contact the office ASAP.
Returning students are not eligible to be packaged with aid for the next academic year until
their verification is complete.
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When a student says they have no income, they need to complete a Resource and Expenditure
Statement.
FAFSA4caster
The FAFSA4caster is a tool created by the Department of Education to assist students and
families prepare financially and plan for college before the student’s senior year in High School.
It is an online tool which provides an estimate of federal student aid and eligibility. It can be
found at www.FAFSA4caster.ed.gov.

How does a student receive a financial aid package?
Packaging
Packaging, or awarding, is the process by which Student Services determines students’ eligibility
for specific federal, state and institutional aid programs. Student Services will notify the student in
writing of their financial package for the academic year. It may be comprised of grants and
scholarships from Mercy, estimated federal and state grants, federal loans, and federal workstudy. The financial aid package was determined by the student’s previous academic
performance, information supplied on the Admissions application, and information supplied on
the FAFSA. Any corrections to the FAFSA, changes in enrollment status, changes in residency
status, or the receipt of additional awards may alter what was offered in the financial aid
package.
The student will be sent two copies of the detailed financial package. The student must accept
or decline the offered awards by entering ACC or DEC for each award offered in the space
provided on the right. One copy must be signed, dated, and returned to the Office Student
Services within two weeks from the date listed on the Financial Aid Award Notification. All
financial aid awards listed and accepted on the signed Award Notification. All financial aid
awards listed and accepted on the signed Award Notification (including institutional, state and
federal awards – with the exception of Work Study) will be credited against all charges incurred.
Returning students need to be registered and have verification completed (if selected) before
they can be packaged.
Packaging Policy to Determine Renewal Eligibility for Mercy Academic Funds:
There are numerous Mercy scholarships that can be awarded to a student. Each one has a 3.2
GPA requirement as well as the following requirements:




Must be registered Full Time
Maximum of 8 semesters (4 years)
Scholarship renewed at the same dollar amount

If academic money has been “lost,” it is gone forever. No appeals.
Total of all Mercy College funds (Academic and Need Based) and NYS TAP cannot exceed
tuition charges.
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Packaging Reconciliation
The financial aid package is reviewed once the faculty has submitted an attendance roster. The
estimated TAP award can be replaced with an actual award if the student is registered for 12
credits or more.
Awarding Order
Pell Grants are the initial source of the financial aid package. Once the Pell grant amount is
awarded, Student Services will determine eligibility for other types of aid available.
Award Notifications
Award notifications are not a guarantee of financial aid. They are used to provide students with
information on eligibility and funding amounts through various aid programs. Specifically, it will
state the type of financial aid the student is eligible to receive and how much.
The combination of aid is the Financial Aid Package.
Financial Need
Need analysis is the process used by Student Services to determine a student’s eligibility for
need-based financial aid. Determination is based on the financial aid information provided on
the FAFSA. Need analysis information is used to award federal grants, work-study and loan funds.
The student’s Financial Need is defined as the difference between the Cost of
Attendance (COA) as determined by the College and the ability of a student’s family to
contribute to these costs, Expected Family Contribution (EFC).
Cost of Attendance-Expected Family Contribution (EFC) =Financial Need
The Cost of Attendance includes tuition, fees, books, supplies, transportation and living
expense estimates determined by Student Services.
COA is made up of Direct Costs and Indirect Costs and varies greatly between
institutions.
The Expected Family Contribution (EFC) is based on the financial information from the
student’s FAFSA. The U.S. Department of Education calculates the EFC by comparing the
student’s income and assets against the standard cost of living allowances for the
number of people in his household. Specifically, it measures the student and his families’
financial strength and indicates how much of the students and his parents’ financial
resources should be available to help pay for the student’s education. This account does
not vary between institutions and is determined by the Department of Education.
Exceptions dealing with the family’s income such as unusual medical expenses or
unemployment can be made with documentation. The student must speak directly with
a Student Services Counselor.
The student’s financial aid award will show the cost of tuition, minus any grants and loans
the student will receive. The difference between these grants and tuition costs is what the
student will owe.
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The components of the EFC formula are:
a) Parent/Student (Spouse) Income
b) Parent/Student (Spouse) Assets
c) Number of Family Members in College
d) Business and/or Farm Value
e) Real Estate Value (not including primary residence)
Once the documented need is determined, awards are made based upon:
1. The student’s request for certain types of financial aid
2. The amount of funds available for awarding
3. The student’s eligibility for such aid
An eligible student is first considered for a scholarship and/or grant and then for the
Federal Work-Study Program and/or a student loan, depending upon the student’s
expressed preferences. Indicating a desire for other types of aid will not affect the
amount of scholarship or grant awarded to any student. For the most types of financial
aid, students and/or parents may be required to submit copies of income tax forms or
other documents that verify the information submitted in support of the financial aid
application.
Sources of Financial Aid
a. Federal Funding
Federal student aid is financial help for eligible students to pay for educational expenses
at an eligible postsecondary school.
There are 3 types of federal student aid:


Grants- financial aid that doesn’t have to be repaid (unless the student withdraws
from school and owes a refund)



Loans-allows the student to borrow money. These loans are repaid with interest.



Work Study-allows the student to earn money by working on campus

Federal student aid covers expenses such as tuition and fees, room and board, books,
supplies and transportation. The majority of federal student aid is based on financial
need.
Federal Need-Based Programs
Federal Pell Grants can be used to pay tuition, or if tuition is covered by other means, help cover
book, supplies, and transportation costs. To qualify, the student must be a U.S. citizen or an
eligible non-citizen enrolled in a degree program and meet income criteria. Pell Grants are
awarded only to undergraduate students working on their first bachelor’s degree.
Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG) assists exceptionally needy Pell
Grant recipients by supplementing other forms of financial aid.
Federal Work-Study Program: This program helps students pay for college by providing them with
part-time employment. Students usually work a limited number of hours per week and may work
on campus in a variety of activities. Off campus, Federal Work-Study jobs are limited to nonprofit,
non-sectarian, and non-political organizations. Students must contact the Student Worker Office
for available positions.
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Work-study is a fixed amount. Returning students will typically be awarded what they used their
previous year.
Federal Subsidized Stafford Loans are subsidized loans for which the government pays the
interest on the loan while the student is in school. Eligibility is based on financial need. Stafford
loans are available to undergraduate and graduate students. The student must be enrolled as
at least a half-time student to be eligible for a Stafford Loan. The maximum Stafford Loan
amount a student can borrow each academic year depends on the student’s academic level
in school and whether the student is a dependent or independent student.
Students enrolled in our quarter programs (Accounting, Health Service Mgmt, Human Resource
Mgmt, Internet Business, and MBA) must take minimum 3 credits per quarter totaling minimum 6
credits in order to get a Stafford Loan.
The U.S. Department of Education will pay (subsidize) the interest that accrues on subsidized
Stafford Loans during certain periods.
Federal Non-Need-Based Programs
Federal Unsubsidized Stafford Loans are available regardless of financial need but interest is not
deferred until after the student has completed his education, as is the case with a Subsidized
Stafford Loan. Upperclassmen may be eligible to borrow higher amounts. Financial need is not
required for obtaining an unsubsidized Stafford Loan. The student is responsible for paying the
interest that accrues on unsubsidized Stafford Loans.
Federal PLUS loans (for parents and graduate/professional students)
PLUS loans are federal loans available to parents of dependent undergraduate students and to
graduate/professional students. Borrowers may obtain up to the full cost of education, less the
amount of any other financial aid received or anticipated. Borrowers must not have adverse
credit to qualify for a PLUS loan.
b. State Funding
State Grant: Grants, such as TAP, are designed to help eligible students pay their expenses for
college. The eligibility for a grant and the maximum amount a student might receive are
determined by the family’s financial circumstances.
Tuition Assistance Program (TAP) is a New York State grant that helps full-time students meet
the cost of tuition. Eligibility is determined by the NYS HESC Electronic TAP Application (ETA). If
a student receives a TAP award, the money goes directly to Mercy College for payment of
tuition. To qualify, the student must be a U.S. citizen or permanent resident, have lived in New
York State for at least one year prior to the first term for which the student is seeking
payment, and meet certain income and enrollment criteria.
When discussing TAP, be term specific, because TAP can change each semester.
Aid for Part-Time Students (APTS) is a NYS tuition grant for students pursuing a degree on a
part-time basis. To qualify, the student must be a NYS resident, be enrolled for at least 6 but
fewer than 12 credits (including a minimum of 3 degree credits), meet certain income
criteria, and may not have exhausted their undergraduate TAP eligibility. Additionally, the
student must meet NYS academic progress. APTS requires an application to be submitted to
the Office of Student Services.
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QUALIFICATIONS:
1. Student must meet all the regular eligibility requirements for TAP except they must be
registered for less than 12 credits.
2. Student must be registered for no more than 11 college credits which apply towards their
degree in any given semester to be eligible for NYS APTS for that semester.
3. Independent students without dependents cannot earn more than $34,250 on their NYS
tax returns to be eligible for NYS APTS.
4. For a dependent student and an independent student with children, the income level
cannot exceed $50550 on their NYS tax returns.
5. After students have met these requirements, they have to complete the current semester
in question successfully or satisfactorily, according to NYS and institutional guidelines for
academic progress and pursuit of program.
APPLICATION PROCEDURES:
1. Students must complete the enclosed application and return it along with copies of the
previous year’s NYS tax returns to the Office of Student Services at any campus by
November 30th.
2. The Office of Student Services will forward the application and supporting tax documents
to the TAP Certifying Officer.
3. The NYS APTS application is reviewed, certified and forwarded to NYS Higher Education
Services Corporation (NYS HESC) with a request for the maximum NYS APTS award
eligible.
4. NYS HESC staff review and verify the application prior to responding to the College with a
listing of those students that have been approved of a NYS APTS grant once the semester
has been completed.
5. The respective applicant’s comprehensive financial aid package will be reviewed and
adjusted according to federal, state and institutional mandates upon receipt of a NYS
APTS grant.
6. Students who apply in the Fall and are approved for NYS APTS grants are candidates for
the Spring term without submitting a second application.
c. Private Funding
Private Education Loans: There are a number of private companies that offer loans for
college with a variety of interest rates and conditions. It is important to compare interest
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rates, terms of repayment and prepayment penalties to be sure that all conditions can
be met by the family.
Private Scholarships: Many organizations, fraternal societies, unions, high schools, and
religious groups offer scholarships. Most of these private scholarships require that students
meet organization-specific criteria to qualify.
ROTC: Air Force, Army, and Navy all have scholarship programs to help students
interested in becoming officers after graduation. Mercy students may participate in the
ROTC Air Force program at Manhattan College or the ROTC Army program at Fordham
University. Our students are eligible to compete for scholarships to both programs and
receive ROTC credit to be used toward their degree requirements. Upon graduation,
cadets are commissioned as second lieutenants in the military.

d. Organizational Funding
Mercy Assistance Grant: MAGs are financial awards that are outright “gifts” which the
student does not need to repay. While the amount of most awards is determined by a
student’s financial need, there are usually other criteria that must be met.
Mercy College Scholarships: Many individuals, friends, alumni of the college, academic,
professional, fraternal and business organizations and foundations have created
scholarships to recognize and help students.
To apply for any Mercy scholarship, the student can complete the Mercy College
Scholarship Application on the web site (see Appendix). They will not be awarded if the
student drops below the minimum number of credits required to maintain full time status
without prior approval. Scholarship recipients must file a complete FAFSA application
(including verification documents if selected) for disbursement of scholarship funds.
Academic Scholarships: Academic Scholarships are based completely on a student’s
academic record without consideration of the family’s financial situation. These
scholarships often partially cover tuition and are renewable each year provided that the
student meets the requirements of the award.
If a student loses a scholarship for failure to meet a requirement, it will never be
reinstated. There is no appeal for this policy.
With any Mercy College scholarship, the student must have a valid ISIR/FAFSA on file,
verification completed (if selected), complete admission file, and meeting SAP. Once all
of the above are complete, only then will the scholarship post.
School Building Leadership Scholarships
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A recommendation from their superintendent is required (one time) to receive the $6,000
scholarship ($1,500 per semester). The scholarship forms are filled out by the student’s
Student Services Counselor. Have the student contact their advisor.
Students must complete the School of Education scholarship paperwork and have
approved by the Dean each semester. Students must also have a complete FAFSA on
file (including completed verification) for any aid to pay to the account.

e. Employers
Company Reimbursement: Many companies offer a tuition payment plan for their
employees. Plans vary by company but sometimes reimburse students for 100% of tuition
costs. In some cases, reimbursement is based on the grade the student receives.
Remaining Financial Need
Once Student Services determine a student’s financial need, estimated financial aid also must
be considered when awarding campus-bases aid and subsidized Stafford loans.
Estimated Financial Aid
Estimated Financial Aid or assistance refers to aid from the Federal Student Aid programs, as well
as grants, scholarships, loans, and need-based employment that a student can reasonably
anticipate at the time financial award aid is made to the student, whether the assistance is
awarded by Mercy or by an individual or organization outside of the school.
Remaining Eligibility
After the estimated financial aid has been considered, students may need additional funds to
pay the remaining Cost of Attendance. The remaining amount may be paid using non-need
based resources, including unsubsidized Stafford loans and PLUS loans.
Loans
Loans are money to pay for college costs that must be repaid with interest. The loan can be
backed by the Federal Government or may be granted independently by a bank. One
example of a federal loan is the Federal Stafford Student Loan.
Student loans will be paid from the lender directly to the student’s account here at the
college shortly after the start of classes. Any surplus funds will be paid to the student via a
Mercy check. The student will receive half of the loans in the Fall and the other half in the
Spring semester.
A Direct Loan is monies obtained directly from Dept. of Education.
All federal student loans are funded via the William D. Ford Federal Loan Program (DL). With
the DL program, students will borrow student loan funds directly from the US DOE. Eligibility
requirements, funding levels, and repayment responsibilities are relatively the same. The
Direct Loan program offers the following benefits for all student borrowers:


Provides a single lender, streaming repayment requirements for new borrowers



Allows returning borrowers to consolidate FFELP loans with Direct Loans at the time of
repayment



Offers 4 repayment options for students
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Offers interest rate reductions for on time payments



Provides lower interest rates for the Grad PLUS loan program



Offers Public Service Loan Forgiveness Programs (among others)

Loan Origination Process
Colleges and Universities are required to originate all Federal Loans in accordance to US DOE
mandates applicable to Title IV and comprehensive funding mandates.
Additionally, colleges and universities must also certify Private Loans in accordance with
comprehensive funding mandates.
Before any loan is processed, the student must have completed the following:


Complete admissions record



Be matriculated



Completed FASFA (with ISIR on file)



Have Satisfactory Academic Progress



Verification must be completed, if selected



Be registered at least half time:
o

Undergrad: minimally 6 credits per semester

o

Grad: minimally 4.5 credits per semester/trimester, 3 credits per quarter

Summer Loan Eligibility
If a student is enrolled in a two-term, “fall-spring” program, their eligibility for summer loans will
be limited. Students should visit the Office of Student Services to discuss possible remaining
eligibility with their OSS Mentor.
Students in full year programs typically have their loan eligibility apportioned across all three
terms during the initial packaging process.
PLUS Loans: Loans that parents can obtain to help pay the cost of education for their
dependent undergraduate children. In addition, graduate students may obtain PLUS loans to
help pay for their own education. PLUS loan applicants must meet the general eligibility
requirements for federal student aid. If a parents is borrowing on behalf of a dependent
undergraduate student, the student must also meet the general eligibility requirements. A PLUS
loan applicant should not have an adverse credit history. A credit check will be conducted. If
the PLUS loan applicant does have an adverse credit history, he/she might be able to receive a
loan by the documenting extenuating circumstances or by obtaining an endorser (co-signer)
who does not have an adverse credit history. An endorser is someone who agrees to repay the
loan if the borrower fails to do so.
A. Federal Direct Parent PLUS Loans:
1. Federal Direct Parent PLUS Loans are loans in the name of the parent or adoptive
parent.
2. Federal Direct Parent PLUS Loans are credit based
3. Maximum loan amounts are determined as follows: COA is greater than financial
aid; parent may borrow up to the remaining COA.
B. Federal Direct Graduate PLUS Loans:
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1. Federal Direct Graduate PLUS Loans are loans in the name of the student
2. Direct Graduate PLUS Loans are credit based loans
3. Federal Direct Loan eligibility MUST be certified prior to the Direct Graduate
PLUS Loan
4. Maximum loan amounts are determined as follows: COA less than Financial
Aid (including Stafford Loans), student may borrow up to the remaining unmet
COA.
C. For all of the above listed loans types, please remember if the student/parent borrows
on a semester, trimester or quarter basis, the eligibility will be calculated on the same
basis.

How does a student apply for scholarships?
A student may learn more about scholarship opportunities at:
https://www.mercy.edu/admissions/financial-aid/scholarships-grants/
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How does a student accept a Federal Direct Loan?
Master Promissory Note
Whenever a student obtains a federal student loan, the student must sign a Master Promissory
Note (MPN) agreeing to repay the loan. The note states that except in cases of loan
discharge/cancellation, the student must repay the loan, even if the student doesn’t complete
the education. Also, the student must repay the loan, even if they cannot get a job after they
complete their program. Students must make payments on the loan even if the student doesn’t
receive a bill or repayment notice. The student must make monthly payments in the full amount
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required by the repayment plan. Partial payments do not fulfill the obligation to repay the
student loan on time.
Failure to complete an MPN will result in loss of loan funding.
The student can complete the MPN at www.studentloans.gov. The student will need the
following information to sign in: SSN, first 2 letters of last name, DOB, and PIN (same PIN for
student’s FAFSA from www.pin.ed.gov.
Steps to completing MPN
To expedite the process the student will need to have the name and address of two references
(one cannot live in the same address) before they log on.
Once the student has accessed the website, he will click on the green SIGN IN button (upper left
side of screen). He will sign in with the following information: SSN, first 2 letters of last name, DOB,
and PIN.
Select “Complete Master Promissory Note.” You must then click on “Subsidized/Unsubsidized.”
Once here, please proceed with the following steps:
1. Enter personal information (those marked with a red asterisk may not be left blank). At
the bottom of the screen, enter school information (select Mercy College from drop
down box, 002772, NY State). Please ensure state is correct. Click “Continue.”
2. Provide information for 2 personal references (that reside in the US). It is recommended
that the first reference should be a parent or guardian; the second reference must live at
a different address from the first. This section must be fully completed before moving to
the next step. Click “Continue.”
3. Sections C through G must be read before continuing. Click the plus sign to expand the
tab and read the respective contents. Sections, C, D, E and G will display a green
checkmark to the right once completed. Click the minus sign to minimize the respective
contents. Section F contains instructions for completing a paper MPN and is not
displayed here. Once review is completed, check the box at the bottom of the page
indicating you have reviewed and acknowledged the information. Click “Continue.”
4. Review submitted information. If there are errors, the student may correct/adjust any
information by clicking on the Edit button of the respective section. If the information is
correct, the student must type their name as it appears under personal profile when first
logged in. Click “Sign.” Once the student’s signature4 has been authenticated, he must
click the HTML version of the MPN and review information before continuing. Click
“Continue.”
5. View and download the PDF version of completed MPN. The student may print and/or
save to the desktop. Student may also request a paper copy to be mailed by clicking on
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“Completed MPN’s” under loan documents on the left side of the screen. The next
screen will display the completed MPN. Check the box next to the MPN and click
“Request Printed MPN.”

To complete a new Direct Lending MPN for a Federal Parent PLUS Loan, the student’s parent will
also go to studentloans.gov. Once the student’s parent has accessed this website, they will click
on the green “SIGN IN” button (upper left side of screen). They will sign with the following
information: SSN, first 2 letters of last name, DOB, and PIN from www.pin.ed.gov.
Once the parent has successfully signed into studentloans.gov, they will select “Start PLUS
Application Process.” The Parent PLUS Loan applications tarts with preliminary data for the credit
check. Once the credit check process is successfully completed, your parent ill need to follow
the required steps as outlined by studentloans.gov.
Entrance Counseling
All first time borrowers of Stafford Loans must also complete entrance counseling. This will help
the student manage their educational expenses and understand the loan responsibilities. This
should be completed electronically at www.studentloans.gov at the same time the student
completes the MPN.
RPALORG/Direct Loan Origination
This form is used to determine if the loan was certified and when it will be disbursed.

How do I know what Financial Aid a student was awarded?
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RPAAWRD/ Award Maintenance Form
This form is used to verify if the student has been offered any Mercy College awards and the
value of the awards during the specific academic year. It will also state if the student was
packaged and when. The status of loans will be stated on this form.
Aid Year: represents the academic year the monies are available for (Fall, Spring, Summer)
For example: 1011 AWARD YEAR represents the Fall 1010 through Summer 2011 academic year.

1.

Award Maintenance Tab
a. Description – The specific grant, loan or scholarship.
TAP AWARDS
ETAP – estimate TAP amount (20ETAP) – This is an estimated amount from TAP. It will
change to TAP once the amount is confirmed from the state, and the student’s
attendance is maintained for 12 credits or more.

If the TAP awards changed (increased/decreased) this revised amount will be
indicated under the new “TAP” code. Additionally, a new packaging date will be
entered by SS Counselors on RPAAWRD which will produce a revised award letter.
b. Status – The status of each item
CODE DEFINITION
O

Offered by Mercy College

C

Cancelled by Mercy College

S

Accepted by the Student

D

Declined by the Student

E

Estimated: Pending receipt of corrected ISIR
Student has submitted all required documents; review process has been
completed; award values are updated; eligible for disbursement upon
receipt of corrected ISIR

P

Pending: Verification Documents Requested
Required documentation has been requested from the student; however,
respective documents have not yet been received by the College;
eligibility for respective award(s) pending

A

Accepted/Ready to Transmit (to Student Account)
Student has accepted the award and has met all requirements for
disbursement.

G

Loan Certified and Certified
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Loan disburses minimally 30 days after the start of the semester. Loans
can only be certified until the last day of classes.

T

Accepted, R2T4 Completed
The proration of funds when a student withdraws from classes midterm.
c. Offered – The specific amount for each item that the student is eligible to receive.
d. Accepted - Monies the student has accepted
e. Declined/Cancelled - Monies the student does not want to use; cancelled monies
are no longer available to the student
f.

Memoed or Authorized - Monies from state or federal aid that has not been posted
yet

a. Paid - The actual amount that was paid to the account. There will be a
discrepancy with accepted Loans vs. paid Loans as the origination fee is deducted
from the paid amount.

2.

Funds Awarded by Term Tab - Same information specific to term

3.

Disbursement Schedule Tab - Provides the disbursement date(s)

4.

Packaging Group Tab – Located on bottom lower left hand of the screen will provide the
package date.
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RPAAWRD Form details expected aid
The Aid Period determines which semester(s) the financial aid will apply

Fund Awarded by Term Tab
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Disbursement Schedule Tab

What is the current loan rates and repayment information?
Loan Repayment
Direct Stafford Loans grace period is 6 months.
a. Subsidized Loan – during the grace period, the student does not have to pay any
principal and will not be charged interest.
b. Unsubsidized Loan – the student will not have to pay any principal but will be charged
interest. The student can either pay the interest as they go, or it will be added to the
principal loan balance later.
Failure to make payments on the loan can lead to default. Default occurs when the student fails
to meet the terms and conditions of the promissory note, such as not making timely payments
on the loan. The repayment periods vary from 10-25 years, depending on the repayment plan
the student chooses for Direct Stafford Loans.
c. PLUS Loan for Graduate degree students begins on the date of the last disbursement.
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Repayment Borrow Benefit
Direct Loan offers a 0.25% reduction in the interest rate on your loans during any period when
your payments are made through EDA (Electronic Debit Account).
Current Interest Rates
Information on Direct Loan interest rates can be found at:
http://studentaid.ed.gov/About/announcements/interest-rate
Interest rates are fixed for the life of the loan, and are decided by the department of education
annually. New rates are typically announced in June.

Consolidating Loans
Student and parent borrowers can consolidate multiple federal student loans with various
repayment schedules into one loan resulting in a single monthly payment plan. The benefits of
loan consolidation are:




The monthly payment may be lower
The repayment period may be extended (up to 30 years depending on the amount of
the consolidation loan and other student loan debt)
There will be a fixed interest rate

Federal Direct Loan Fee (also known as an Origination Fee)
All Federal Direct Loans are assessed a loan fee by the federal government. This fee helps
reduce the cost of making these low-interest loans. The federal government will deduct the fee
from the loan before the borrower receives any loan money; therefore, the loan funds received
by the borrower may be less than the amount they will repay.




Here are the loan fees for federal student loans first disbursed on or after Dec. 1, 2013:
1.072% for Direct Subsidized Loans and Direct Unsubsidized Loans
4.288% for Direct PLUS Loans for parents and graduate and professional students

What is FERPA?
FERPA and Financial Aid
FERPA (Family Education Rights and Privacy Act) gives parents certain rights with respect to the
education records of their children. These rights transfer to students when they reach the age of
18 or become “eligible students” as defined by the regulations regardless of age.
The Mercy College FERPA is called the Student Authorization Release Information and must be
on file in Xtender or Banner (RRAAREQ, RHACOMM). This authorization will grant Mercy College
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permission to release information about the student’s records to a third party. The student must
complete a separate form for each third party to whom they are granting access to information
on their student records. The specified information will be made available only if requested by
the authorized third party. Mercy College will not automatically send information to the third
party.
This authorization has no expiration date. If you wish to revoke authorization you must complete
Section C of the authorization form.
Students currently or formerly enrolled, regardless of their age, are covered by FERPA. Students
who are deceased or persons who have applied to Mercy but have not attended, such as
prospective students, are not covered under FERPA.
In compliance with the Federal Family Education Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, Mercy College
is prohibited from providing certain information from your student records to a third party, such
as information on grades, billing, tuition and fees assessments, financial aid (including
scholarships, grants, work-study, or loan amounts) and other student record information. This
restriction applies, but is not limited to, parents, relatives, spouse or sponsor.

What are the current tuition and fees?
Tuition and Fees can be found on the web site or in the course bulletin for a specific term:
https://www.mercy.edu/academics/bulletins-catalogs/

Tuition and Fees
Tuition is due 3 weeks prior to the start of the semester for the Summer, Fall, and Spring. Payment
for Winter sessions are due upon registration. Residential students must have full payment by due
dates in advance of moving in.
Any student who has an overdue balance will be subject to late fees and will not be able to
participate in the registration process or receive transcripts. Students are responsible for
balances incurred due to the loss or reduction of Financial Aid or other credit originally
anticipated due to ineligibility, lack of attendance, incomplete paperwork or for any other
reason.
The office of Business Operations is primarily responsible for billing and payments.
www.mercy.edu/my-mercy/student-services/office-of-business-operations
Billing Statements
Tuition and fees are payable in full upon registration. For students pre-registering for classes,
statements will be mailed to their permanent address approximately 4-6 weeks before classes
begin. It is the responsibility of the student to maintain their permanent address in Mercy
Connect under the Personal Info Link.
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Billing statements are sent to students throughout the semester. The bills include a lump sum total
due to the College, pending aid, and updated due date.
In the interim, as calls come in on the queue, review the following:
1. Any estimated aid for the fall term can be deducted from the total due (except work
study)
2. The student would only owe the difference from the total charges minus estimated aid
3. If the student is requesting housing, unless they have received confirmation of a room,
the room and board charges may not yet be reflected
4. Students should be recommended to review the details of their bill (ie: tuition, fees, room,
board and estimated aid)via Mercy Connect
5. Directions to review statement details and estimated aid on Mercy Connect

How do I look up a student’s tuition, fees or charges?
RBAABUD/Applicant Budget
This is the cost of attendance. This is the maximum amount the award information can add up
to.

RBAABUD Form
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PELL is not fully posted if the student is taking C Term classes. PELL will get posted at a later date
when the semester is underway.
TAP amounts can change at any time due to any one of the following:
a. inaccurate information
b. Tax returns do not match the reported figures
c. The student’s credits weren’t accurate
After a student has received four TAP payments, the amount of their TAP awards will decrease.

TSRSUMM/Statement of Account (ARGOS)
TSRSUMM is a report located in a folder in Argos called “Call Center” which will show a
statement of the account.
Expand it by clicking on the +, then they will see the one that says formatted report. Click
Execute
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Enter the student’s ID and hit “Get Results”
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It will look like this - Then hit next
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Then you get this and click preview
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You can now see the balances by term.
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Review the students account and see why the balance exists
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How does a student pay their tuition, fees or charges?
Payment Options
Students may make payments towards their account in person, through Mercy Connect or if
time allows, may mail their payment. Acceptable forms of payment are checks, money orders
or credit cards. Mercy College accepts Visa, MasterCard, Discover, American Express, or debit
cards. Payment is accepted at the Dobbs Ferry, Bronx, and Manhattan campuses. Students may
pay in cash at Dobbs Ferry or the Bronx only. Payments can also be made over the phone by
contacting Student Accounts.
Checks should be made payable to Mercy College, include the student’s CWID on the memo
portion, and be mailed to the below address:
Mercy College
Attn: Office of Business Operations
555 Broadway
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522
To make a payment through Mercy Connect (Cashnet):
1. Log into Mercy Connect at http://connect.mercy.edu/cp/home/loginf
2. Select the Administrative Services Tab > Student and Financial Aid > Student Account >
Account Summary
3. Click on Make a Payment at bottom of screen.
4. Select the appropriate link at the bottom of the page Pay by check or Credit Card
Payment.
5. Select the term * of inquiry from the drop down menu.

To make a wire transfer:
Payments may be sent to Mercy College by wire transfer


ABA transit number: 031201360



Bank: Commerce Bank NA, 1701 Route 70 East, Cherry Hill, NJ 08034



Account Number: 7916045698



Account Title: MC General Fund Account
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Payment Plans
The Mercy College Payment Plan is an option to help students and parents meet educational
costs.
The payment plan enables our students and their families to make regularly scheduled monthly
payments for their charges of tuition, fees, room, board and other related student services in a
way that first their budget. The plan allows for all or a portion of college costs to be spread out
over the time period of the term without interest. A student may sign the payment plan
agreement for all terms within an academic year by indicating the terms on the agreement.
How to enroll: The payment plan agreement can be found at:
https://www.mercy.edu.services/paymentplanform.pdf
The student must complete and return both pages to the office of Student Services.
How to determine your payment: a worksheet is provided in the instructions document to assist in
determine the amount of costs you may want to pay in monthly installments.
Please complete the agreement and mail it with the first payment and a non-refundable
application fee of $25 per term. Make check payable to Mercy College and mail to Student
Services. If there is a current balance on an account, a student can create a payment plan with
their Student Services counselor.
Internal Payment Plan – used to cover any remaining balance that is not covered by other
sources and must be paid within the semester. There is a $25 processing fee required at the start
of the plan and incurs no interest. Each payment is due on the 15 th of every month of the
semester. There is no May payment.
Deferred Payment Plan – used when the student is already in collections. If the student had a
previous balance, they can only take out a private loan. He cannot use future aid. This payment
plan is completed through Business Operations.

Company or Third Party Reimbursement
Mercy College will defer payment for eligible students who submit a written authorization from a
third party/sponsoring company for payment of tuition and/or fees on their organization or
corporate letterhead.
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All letters are subject to approval and must include the following:


Student’s name and CWID



Semester covered



Course number(s) that are covered



Dollar amount or percentage limit (tuition and/or fees)



Organization/company’s name, billing address, and contact number

Mercy College Tuition Reimbursement Agreement
Completed letters and agreements must be submitted via fax to 914-674-7570 to the attn:
Business Operations/Company Reimbursement.
Students who wish to defer payments must submit a Third Party Letter or Mercy College Tuition
Reimbursement Agreement upon registration.
Deferment Letters or Tuition Reimbursement Agreements do not relive the student from any
financial responsibilities to Mercy College. If payment is not received within 30 days of the last
day of the semester, or withdrawal from program/classes, the student shall be liable for all
charges that have accrued on their account.
All Company/Third Party must be made payable to Mercy College and mailed to Business
Operations.
Note: students who receive Tuition Reimbursement (where company/third party checks are
made payable to the student) are not eligible to defer their tuition and fees. These students
must pay their bill by the established deadline.

Exceptions Committee
Results of appeals made to the Special Considerations Committee for an exception can be
found in SPACMNT.
Delinquent Account
A monthly late fee of $100 and a hold will be placed on the student’s account if it becomes
past due. The hold will be placed on the student’s record which will prevent the student from
future registrations, receiving transcripts, residing in the residential halls or any other college
service. A delinquency code on a student’s account will prompt certain collections letters to be
sent to the student. Certain bill codes on a student account will help in determining what
students are in collections, pending litigation or are a special handling account.
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Students in Collections
Students are responsible for the tuition/fee liability incurred. A student will also be held
responsible for balance due to the loss/reduction of financial aid or other credit originally
anticipated due to ineligibility, attendance, incomplete paperwork, etc. Students who have
failed to make payment to Mercy College will be sent to an external collection agency.
Students are subject to fees from the agencies. Should it be necessary to place a delinquent
account with a collection agency, all fees, including reasonable attorney fees, become to
responsibility of the student.
Collection Agencies used by Mercy College:
Hilltop – 212-564-2322
Conserve – 800-724-4439
General Revenue Corporation – 800-234-1472

Reinstatement of a Student Account: reinstatement of accounts occurs when students whose
account has been sent to an external collection agency paid their fees to Mercy College or
when the student was taken out of the collection agency and sent back to Mercy College.

Refunds
Students may be eligible to receive a refund check from Mercy College when payments posted
to their student account exceed tuition and fees charged. Students can log onto the Mercy
Connect and check the Account Summary link to confirm their refund eligibility or contact the
Office of Student Services at 1-888-464-6737.
A refund request is not required when:
1. The posting of Title IV financial aid (Pell, SEOG, Stafford Loans) results in a credit balance
on the Student Account. A refund check will be mailed to the permanent address within
14 days of the aid posting to account.
2. If your credit balance is a result of a Parent PLUS loan posting to your account, a check
will be mailed to the borrower of the loan within 14 days.
Refund checks are mailed to the permanent address that you have provided to Mercy College.
If your address is incorrect, you must logon to Mercy Connect and update your permanent
address prior to submitting a refund request.
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Refunds are processed within two weeks of your request. Students can check the status of their
refund check by viewing the Account Summary section of Mercy Connect.
All refunds are reviewed for eligibility prior to processing. If you become ineligible for financial
aid, all balances due to the reduction or loss of financial aid funds are the responsibility of the
student.
Student loans will be paid from the lender directly to the student’s account at the college shortly
after the start of classes. Any surplus funds will be paid to the student via Mercy check. The
student will receive half of the loans in the Fall and the other half in the Spring.
Mercy College is required by the DOE to pay a refund to a student within 14 days of receipt of
the federal funds.

Refund Corrections
Refund Corrections are processed if an error in entry occurred. They will be processed the same
day as the refund (ie, a refund is processed, and the SS staff member realized that same instant
that a credit balance is to remain on the account, the refund correction will be processed).

Refund Voids
Refund voids are processed in cases where the student claims they did not receive their check
or the check was lost. Refunds are only voided and reissued 30 days after the initial refund was
processed.
Demand Refunds
Demand refunds are processed when the refund check is to be made payable to someone
other than the student.

Stop Check Payments
Stop payments are only placed on student accounts 30 days from the processed date.
Therefore, if the student does not receive the check after 30 days, the Refund Department will
research the check, place a stop payment, and reissue another check if necessary.

Title IV Authorization
Federal Title IV Financial Aid Funds (Federal Pell Grants, Federal SEOG grants, Federal SMART &
Achievement Grants, Federal Stafford Loans, Federal PLUS Loans and Federal Nursing Loans)
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received by Mercy College for a given term on behalf of a student are automatically applied to
a student’s account to cover all educationally related expenses (tuition, fees, room, board,
books, etc.) for the respective term.
The Title IV form is used when a student wants to apply surplus federal funds from a credit
balance toward the balance of another semester. This document is the student’s way of giving
Mercy College permission to perform the transaction. Without it, the student will receive a
“refund” for the surplus funds in the form of a check from the college.

Book Voucher
Before a book voucher is processed, the student must be packaged for enough Financial Aid to
cover their institutional charges, fees and the amount of the book voucher. If the financial aid
exceeds the balance, the student is eligible to be granted up to $500 per semester in a book
voucher.
Any of the $500 that the student does not use will be reversed back to the student’s account
later in the semester. A separate refund will be issued to the student at the end of the semester
when the account is paid.
a. Vouchers will appear on the bookstore database on the next business day after they
are both approved and entered in Banner (TSAAREV).
b. Student must be matriculated and registered in the term in which book voucher was
requested
c. Student must have completed all required documents requested by Student Services
d. Student must not have a prior balance with Mercy College
e. Students must have Title IV, State, Institutional Aid and scholarships and/or “certified”
loans that exceed their institutional charges.
f.

Maximum amount requested is the amount of surplus dollars after institutional
charges are met but no greater than $500 per semester.

g. Any unused portions of an approved book voucher will be credit to the student’s
Mercy College account later in the respective semester (ie, student approvd for $500
but only used $275; $225 will be credited to the student’s Mercy College account
after reconciliation of the bookstore database later in the semester)
h. Book store vouchers are processed beginning 2 weeks prior to the start of the
semester.
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The student must complete the Book Voucher Form, which is available online, and fax it to
Student Services at their respective campus:
DF: 914-674-7508
BX: 718-678-8663
MT: 212-564-6635
YH: 914-962-0931
Distance Learning students should be faxed to the YH. PA students should be faxed to BX.
Viewing Charges/Payments on a Student’s Account
TSAAREV/Account Detail Review Form
This form is used to check the student’s account, tuition, fees, payments, loans, grants and
scholarships disbursements, refund and account balances.
1. Account Details
a. Description - The specific grant, loan or scholarship, etc
b. Term – The specific term the item was processed
c. Charge – The amount charged to the student such as tuition and fees,
d. Payment – Refers to monies that have been paid to the student’s account, either by the
student directly or from a grant or loan that has been disbursed.
e. Balance – Is a running balance of what amount is outstanding

Query Balance – balance of what is showing on screen. This number may change as you scroll
down.
Account Balance – total balance
Amount Due – balance excluding future dated items (such as scheduled payment plan
payments)
Memo Balance – monies that will be applied to the account
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Authorized Aid Balance – balance less than expected aid

TSAAREV Form used to review student’s account

How does a student apply for graduation?
Students are directed to the Mercy.edu website to submit relevant information:
https://www.mercy.edu/my-mercy/student-services/graduation/application-for-degreeconferral/
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How does a student apply to Withdraw?
Student Withdrawal
Refer to the Mercy College course catalog for additional dates and information regarding
withdrawals and liability.
Students wishing to withdraw from courses for which they have registered must file an official
withdrawal. Ceasing to attend classes does not constitute an official withdrawal. It will result in
the issuance of a grade of FW which will be calculated into the GPA as an F and may result in
dismissal. In addition, this status will be reported to financial aid any may result in a reduction of
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financial aid monies. Notification to the instructor or to any other office does not constitute an
official withdrawal.
Withdrawal from class does not necessarily entitle a student to a refund of tuition and fees paid,
or to a reversal of tuition charged. Refunds will be made in accordance with the refund
schedule. The date of withdrawal will be the date the official withdrawal form is entered into the
computer, not the last date of class attendance. Students who receive financial aid should
contact a Student Services Counselor.
An official withdrawal may be processed in person at any Student Services Office, or via Mercy
Connect.
Mercy College is required by law to pro rate the amount of federal financial aid that must be
returned to Federal Aid Programs for students who officially withdraw (through the Registrar’s
Office) prior to attending 60% of a semester. The percentage of aid retained will be applied
toward the institutional charges. This situation may leave the student with a balance due to the
College because institutional charges are separately calculated which should be referenced in
the “Refund” section of the Catalog. The order in which the refunds are applied to the federal
program is: Federal Stafford Loan, Federal PLUS Loan, Federal Pell Grant, Federal Supplemental
Education Opportunity Grant, other Title IV Aid Programs, other federal sources of aid, other
state, private, or institutional aid, the student. Also, since the New York State Tuition Assistance
Program (TAP) award is based on tuition charged, a reduction of tuition will result in a decrease
of the TAP award.
Faculty members are not required to record attendance in class. However, they are required to
report students with academic problems, including non-attendance, using the Early Alert Form
to the Academic Advisors. For purposes of calculating tuition charges, all students are
considered registered for courses unless they officially withdraw. For further information on
official withdrawals and leaves of absence, please refer to those sections in the Mercy College
Catalog. Upon official withdrawal from all classes before 60% of the semester has elapsed, the
amount of financial aid, grants, and loans that a student may apply towards the charges for
that semester will be calculated based upon the percent of time the student attended classes
as mandated by the Return to Title IV Regulations of the US Department of Education.

How do I document a conversation with a student?
SPACMNT Person Comment
Every time SSSC speaks with a student, the contact must be recorded in Banner using
SPACMNT/RHACOMM. This includes all incoming and outgoing calls.
Remember to always be moving the student through to the next enrollment phase
o

If they are an inquiry, get them to apply.

o

If they are an applicant, get them to send in their transcript.
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o

If they are an admit, get them to come in to register.

Originator:

Dependent upon employee’s division

Contact:

Dependent upon contact type – see drop down menu

Comment:

Enter a brief description of the conversation. Keep it factual. This is often

referred to throughout student’s academic career.

What is Argos?
Argos is the report writer application used to create reports for all the Banner Modules. Reports
are created using SQL and reads the information directly out of Banner. In order to access
Argos, your manager/supervisor must submit a helpdesk ticket stating which folders in Argos you
will need to have access to. Also if a new report is needed, you can also contact the helpdesk
with the information you would like to see in a report and the report will be written for you.

How do I navigate xtender to locate a student’s documents?
Application Xtender Web Access
Xtender is the electronic file drawer for all documents. The log on is https://xtender.mercy.edu
SSSC uses B-S_ADMN – Academic Records to store all of the student’s record that are processed
in the department. The Registrar will also use this application.
Queries
To locate a student’e file, go to B-S-ADMN - Academic records, right click and selct New Query.
Enter the student’s name or CWID or SSN and hit enter.
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New Query

How do I navigate xtender to locate a FERPA?
See Above
How does a student obtain career assistance?
A student wishing to obtain career assistance should first contact their mentor. Anyone providing
assistance to the student should refer to the ‘Career Readiness Tool Kit’ for a listing of resume
examples, tips, job search strategies and additional mentoring information.
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How does a student log into Career Maverick?

Go to the Mercy College home
page @ www.mercy.edu
Place you mouse pointer over the
Student Life tab
Click on Career Services

After clicking on
from the dropdown menu, above,
you will open the Career Services
landing page
Click on the arrow below the
Career Maverick icon

Select your “user type”
Click on :

This will take you to the
Career Maverick
log In page
Already Registered?
Your Username is your full

@mercymavericks.edu
Not Registered Yet?

Click here to Register now . . . follow
the step-by-step directions in the
Registering for Career Maverick
instruction sheet

email address
Your Password is unique for
Career Maverick, it is NOT
your CONNECT password

Forgot your Password? click here and a reset link will be sent to your @mercymavericks.edu email

You’re Logged In to
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How can a student keep a resume on file?
1. Log into Career Maverick
2. Find your Students Pending Documents:
a. On home page, go to “Pending Files” located at the top right of the page
b. Choose the option for “More Filters”
c. Under the Counselor Tab, Choose your name
d. Click, “Apply Search”
e. This will show you all Pending Files for your students
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3. Click “Review” to the left of the Student Name to get to the Pending Document

Login as Student in
Career Maverick
From the Career Maverick
homepage
Click “documents”

Click
Add New
To add upload a new
document

LABEL the Resume
you want to upload
KJ-MC

Identify the
Document Type
RESUME

Click
Browse…
Search your computer for the
Resume you want to upload

Your document is
uploaded!

4. Once in the new screen, Click on the Red Highlighted Document title to view the
document
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5. Determine if the Document should be approved, please see Resume Templates located in
the Document Library for reference
a. If the Document is ready for approval, click on Review. It is important to follow
this 2 step process because otherwise, the document is not approved. Please
see Page 2 for Screen Shot
 First click on Approved – Yes
 Then choose your Name in the drop down menu of “Reviewed By”
 Then Choose “Approved” in “Review Status” drop down menu
 You can also choose to add a Comment. For Example: “You are ready
to apply for any of the hundreds of positions posted currently in Career
Maverick!”* *Career Maverick does not keep record of notes sent from
the Comments Section of Document Review. To document the info you
have sent to the student, copy and paste into the Counseling Session
Tab.
b. If the Document is Not Ready for Approval, go to Review. It is important to follow
this 2 step process because otherwise, the document will remain in your pending
documents. Please see Page 2 for Screen Shot
 The Default for the Approved Button is “No” so it is not necessary for you
to click.
 Choose your name in the drop down menu of “Reviewed By”
 Choose “Not approved” in the Review Status
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In the Comments Section, provide a detailed response on why the
document is not approved. You can go into specifics on what changes
need to be made, or recommend that the student come in for an
appointment to work on the resume in person.* *Career Maverick does
not keep record of notes sent from the Comments Section of Document
Review. To document the info you have sent to the student, copy and
paste into the Counseling Session Tab.

6. Repeat for all Pending Documents. All Pending Documents should be reviewed and
approved or not approved by end of day on Fridays (Monday latest). Approved
Documents will be Spot Checked for Quality Assurance purposes every two weeks.

PACT Approved Resumes Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.

Run report named “Approved Resumes” for 2 weeks on Monday
Check 1 resume for every 3 a PACT Mentor approves (suggested)
Determine if it is an appropriate approval
If it is not an appropriate approval, Check in Notes section to see if there was a specific,
possibly time sensitive reason for “temporary” approval
5. Gather inappropriately approved resumes for each Mentor with feedback attached
6. Career Services Representative will share the resumes and feedback with the PACT
Mentor in order to increase awareness of inappropriate approvals and improve mentor’s
resume writing procedures
a. Appropriately approved resumes with minor errors: A note will be sent by Sara
Shepherd (CCing Jill Hart) with details on the errors
b. Inappropriately approved resumes: Jill Hart will meet with mentor to go over
errors and suggestions
7. For severe cases, a mentor’s resumes should be checked and reviewed weekly with the
mentor until both the Career Services Representative and the mentor feel resume quality
has significantly improved
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Alumni
What is a financial aid exit interview?
Exit Interview
Upon graduation, or when the student is leaving Mercy, all Stafford Loan borrowers must meet
with a Student Services Counselor for an exit interview to review rights and responsibilities of a
borrower.

How does a student join the alumni association?
All students upon graduating from Mercy College automatically become a part of the Mercy
Alumni Association. Alumni can request a Mercy Alumni Card that can be used to obtain certain
discounts provided to our alumni.

How does a student change their contact information with the alumni
association?
Students needing to update their contact information with the alumni association can visit the
following link: https://www.mercy.edu/alumni-friends/class-notes/update-us/
The link directs students to the Mercy College Alumni updates page where they can provide all
necessary changes or updates.

How does an alumni make a donation to Mercy College?
Friends and Alumni can make a contribution to Mercy College online, by phone or by mail.
To make a donation online:
1. Click on the link below and complete the form
https://www.mercy.edu/alumni-friends/support-mercy/make-a-gift/
To make a donation by phone:
Please contact the office of Alumni Relations & Annual Giving at (914) 674-7759
To make a donation by mail:
1. Mail a check made out to Mercy College to :
Institutional Advancement
Mercy College
555 Broadway
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522
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Glossary of Terms
Term/Acronym
Academic
Update

ACC
Accelerated
Students

ACCT
Admissions

Advanced Study

AMSL

Definition
The "Academic Update" (AU) system coordinates
academic student support systems within the
College; specifically, coordinating efforts with
faculty members, mentors (advisors), the Center for
Academic Excellence (Learning Center), and then
back to the faculty member (full circle). The AU
system allows a faculty member to provide
feedback (positive or constructive feedback) on a
student via his/her class roster that is instantly
available to the respective student's mentor and
the Center for Academic Excellence. The mentor
then meets with his/her student to share this
information and to provide guidance as to
what/where the student might receive the
additional assistance he/she may need (whether it
is with the faculty member him/herself or the Center
for Academic Excellence, etc). The College also
utilizes the data from the AU system in an effort to
continue to analyze and improve services for our
students.
Academic Computing Committee.
Students who have completed the requirements for
a high school diploma after three years of high
school may matriculate at Mercy College. Such
students should apply for admission during their
junior year of high school. Exceptional students may
matriculate and study full-time under supervision at
Mercy College without completing formal work for
the high school diploma. Such students are
accepted by Mercy College in accordance with
the Early Admission Guidelines set forth by the New
York State Education Department.
Accounting.
The goal of Admissions and Recruitment is the
enrollment of new students, both undergraduate
and graduate. This department reaches out to
potential students at high schools, in the community
and other areas to educate people on Mercy
College’s programs and the advantages of
attending Mercy. Admissions helps students
through the application process.
High school seniors (or those about to enter their
senior year) who wish to register for a course as a
non-matriculate student may do so provided they
meet certain requirements. This is an enrichment
program, not for students who need to make up
credits because they have failed high school
classes.
American Sign Language.
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APTS

ARAB

New York State Aid for Part Time Study. The NYS
APTS program is a grant program financed via HESC
providing funding for qualified part time
undergraduate students who are NYS Residents.
Arabic.

Argos

ERP reporting tool for Banner.

ARTT

Art.

ASHA
Assessment

Banner

American Speech-Language-Hearing Association.
The ongoing process of: establishing clear,
measurable expected outcomes of student
learning outcomes; ensuring that students have
sufficient opportunities to achieve those outcomes;
systematically gathering, analyzing, and
interpreting evidence to determine how well
student learning matches out expectations; using
the resulting information to understand and
improve student learning.
Attributes, as related to the Banner system: student
records may be flagged by an attribute for
processing and reporting purposes. Specifically,
attributes are utilized to track 'like' student cohorts;
whether for academic purposes (e.g. retention of
PACT students) or for extracurricular purposes (e.g.
student athletes). Attributes are terms specific,
meaning they may be 'turned on or off' for a given
term where the student meets the given criteria of
the specific attribute, hence, allowing for history to
be maintained on said student.
ERP web interface.

Banner WorkFlow

ERP workflow module.

Benchmark

BHSC

An actual measurement of group performance
against an established standard at defined points
along the path toward the standard; subsequent
measurements of group performance use the
benchmarks to measure progress toward
achievement.
Behavioral Science.

BIOL

Biology.

Blackboard

Blackboard Learning Management System. An
online course management system.
Business Law.

Attributes

BLAW
Blended (BLD)

BSN

Course is taught primarily in a classroom setting;
however, there is an online component to the
courses.
Bachelor of Science in Nursing.
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Bulletins

Business, School of
BX
Capstone
Experience

Career Maverick

Career Services

Carnegie
Classification

CART
Catalog

Center for
Academic
Excellence (CAE)

College publication detailing the course offerings
and schedule for a set period of time. E.g. semester,
trimester, or quarter.
The School of Business offers study in the areas of
Accounting and Business Administration.
Bronx campus. Located at 1200 Waters Place,
Bronx, NY 10461.
These holistic abilities are designed to assess
students' knowledge, acquired skill and problem
solving ability using concepts learned as they
approach the end of their program. For example,
graduating seniors demonstrate comprehensive
learning in a senior project or culminating activity
that integrates what is learned throughout their
program.
An online portal to a host of tools and resources
that will be of value to students throughout their
college career and beyond. Registration is free and
available exclusively to members of the Mercy
College community. Through Career Maverick
students can access exclusive full-time and parttime job and internship opportunities, as well as
gain access to the NACElink Network, the largest
career network of career services and recruiting
professionals in the world.
A unit that teaches career readiness with the goal
of each student developing lifelong, self-directed,
career management skills. This office provides the
tools, training, and exposure to opportunities that
empower students to take ownership of their career
success.
A framework for classifying colleges and universities
in the United States. The framework primary serves
educational and research purposes, where it is
often important to identify groups of roughly
comparable institutions. The classification includes
all accredited, degree-granting colleges and
universities in the United States that are represented
in the National Center for Education Statistics
Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System
(IPEDS).
Computer Arts and Design.
College publication detailing academic and
administrative policies and procedures as well as an
organized, detailed, descriptive list of academic
offerings.
The Mercy College Center for Academic
Excellence, with Learning Centers on all Mercy
campuses, is a valuable resource to help students
get ahead – whether they are a B student looking
to get A’s or you are struggling with a particular
course. The Center provides a friendly learning
environment in which to get tutoring in writing,
math and science, as well as in an extensive range
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CFO
CHEM

of other subjects. The highly trained and courteous
staff of faculty and peer tutors is there to provide
students with the support they need to achieve
academic excellence. To use the Center, students
may make an appointment or stop by during dropin hours. All are welcome to use the facilities and
computers for writing, research and study purposes.
Digital labs and traditional drawing studios for the
Computer Arts and Design program located on the
Dobbs Ferry campus.
The mission of the Center is to identify, develop,
and provide transformative and dynamic global
learning opportunities for students, faculty, and
staff. The Center brings Mercy to the world through
programming that draws on New York City’s rich
international resources, including the United
Nations, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs),
political and business leaders, and cultural centers.
The Center also works to enhance the College’s
international profile through building enrollment of
international students and engagement of local
students with global issues. Additionally, the Center
promotes globally-infused involvement with our
local communities through special cultural events
and speakers.
Chief Financial Officer.
Chemistry.

CHSC

Corporate and Homeland Security.

CISC

Computer Science.

Class (CLA)

Course is taught fully in a classroom setting.

CLEP

The College Level Examination Program (CLEP)
allows students to earn credit for what they already
know. The advantages of CLEP are: students can
eliminate classes in subjects about which they are
already knowledgeable and can reduce the time
spent in college.
Communication Disorders.

Center for Digital
Arts
Center for Global
Engagement

CMDS
COA

Cohorts

Cost of attendance. The COA includes tuition,
mandatory fees, room, board, books, dependent
childcare expenses, and other estimated expenses.
These expenses must be directly related to
attendance for the academic year but may
include items not reflected in a student's billing
statement such as books and traveling costs.
A group of people who share a common
characteristic or experience within a defined
period. E.g. first time, full time students.
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College
Opportunity
Program (COP)

COMM
Committee on
Agenda
Committee on
Committees
Committee on
Constitution and
By-laws

Competencies

Conflict of Interest

COO
Core Faculty
Course numbers
(CRN)
CRJU
CSSE

The College Opportunity Program department at
Mercy College is designed to assist educationally
disadvantaged students who wish to pursue a
college degree. Depending upon their
backgrounds and financial needs, students
accepted into the grant programs are able to take
advantage of the support services of the Higher
Education Opportunity Program (HEOP), the
Student Support Services Program (SSSP), McNair
Scholars Program and the Collegiate Science and
Technology Entry Program (CSTEP). Other programs
under the COP umbrella are: STEP, Upward Bound,
and Bridge to College.
Communication Studies.
The Committee on Agenda prepares the agenda
for all regular and, as may be required, additional
meetings of the Faculty Senate.
The Committee on Committees submits slates of
nominees to the Faculty Senate for all members of
Committees.
The Committee on Constitution and By-laws reviews
and advises the Faculty Senate about all By-laws
which require the approval of the Senate and all
proposed amendments thereto, as well as all
proposed amendments to the Constitution for
Faculty Participation in Governance at Mercy
College.
Specific "skills" or "behaviors" that a learner can
perform or demonstrate. For example, graduates
must perform at expected level of practitioner.
Professional loyalty includes a duty to avoid ethical,
legal, financial and other conflicts of interest – that
is, to ensure that activities and interests do not
conflict with College obligations or with the interests
or welfare of the College.
Chief Operating Officer
Full-time members of the faculty who may vote on
matters as designated by the Faculty Senate.
Course Reference Numbers.
Criminal Justice.
Center for Student Success and Engagement. The
professional staff of the Center for Student Success
and Engagement seeks to enhance the total
growth of the individual and to help make the
student experience at Mercy College one of
educational, social, and emotional achievement.
To this end, the Center provides services and
programs that will enrich students’ intellectual,
social and personal lives
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CSTEP

Curriculum Map

CWID
DF
Direct assessment

Disability Services

DL
ECON
Education, School
of

EFC

Ellucian

Collegiate Science and Technology Entry Program.
CSTEP is funded by the New York State Education
Department to provide academic enrichment,
internships and research experiences for students
who are economically disadvantaged and
historically under-represented in scientific,
technical, health-related or licensed professions.
The CSTEP student must demonstrate an interest in,
and potential for, a CSTEP-targeted profession.
CSTEP students must be enrolled full time and be in
good academic standing in an approved scientific,
technical, health-related, pre-professional or
professional undergraduate or graduate program
of study.
A process for documenting, identifying and
recording course content and skills that are taught
in a classroom, schoolor district over a period of
time.
College-wide ID. Assigned to every student, staff
and faculty member as an identification number.
Dobbs Ferry Campus. Located at 555 Broadway,
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522.
Direct methods of evaluating student learning are
those that provide evidence of whether or not a
student has command of a specific subject or
content area, can perform a task, exhibits a
particular skill, and demonstrates a certain quality in
his or her work.
The Office of Disability Services ensures the college
is in compliance with all state, local, and federal
regulations for students with disabilities. It works with
the Learning Center to identify learning strategies
and coping techniques, and helps with hiring tutors,
sign interpreters and/or specialists as needed and
makes arrangements for testing accommodations.
(1)Online learning or web-based course.
(2) Short for Direct Loans.
Economics.
The School of Education offers study in the areas of
Childhood Education, Literacy and Multilingual
Studies, Educational Leadership, Secondary
Education, and Special Education and specialized
programs.
Expected family contribution. The amount
determined from information provided on the
FAFSA that indicates how much of your family's
financial resources should be available to help pay
for school. Factors such as taxable and nontaxable
income, assets, and benefits are all considered in
this calculation.
Vendor of Higher Education software and services,
such as Banner.
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Embedded
Assessment

ENGL
ERP

EXSC
FACE
Facilities

Faculty
Development
Committee

Faculty Handbook

Faculty of
Instruction

FAFSA

A means of gathering information about student
learning that is integrated into the teachinglearning process. Results can be used to assess
individual student performance or they can be
aggregated to provide information about the
course or program. Can be formative or
summative, quantitative or qualitative.
English.
Enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems integrate
internal and external management of information
across an entire organization—embracing
finance/accounting, manufacturing, sales and
service, customer relationship management, etc.
ERP systems automate this activity with an
integrated software application. ERP facilitates
information flow between all business functions
inside the organization, and manages connections
to outside stakeholders.
Exercise Science.
Foreign Academic Credential Evaluation.
The Facilities Department is responsible for the
planning, organization, control of maintenance,
operations, custodial and grounds services.
This committee assists in the professional growth of
the faculty members of Mercy College. The
Committee will foster development of teaching,
scholarship, service and collegial activity through
grants, semiannual faculty seminars, and other
professional activities throughout the year.
The Faculty Handbook establishes the policies
regarding the terms and conditions of core faculty
employment at Mercy College, faculty rights and
responsibilities, and the faculty role in the academic
governance of the College. The handbook forms a
part of each faculty member’s contract of
employment with the College, along with other
personnel and administrative policies of the
College, as they may be adopted and amended
from time to time, and the provisions of any
individual appointment.
The members of the Faculty of Instruction fall into
several categories as defined by the different terms
and conditions of their employment. The core
faculty include: professors, associate professors,
assistant professors and instructors. In addition to the
core faculty, other members of the Faculty of
Instruction include: professional associate faculty,
associate lecturers, clinical faculty, adjunct faculty,
and visiting faculty.
Free Application for Federal Student Aid.
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FCTL

FERPA

Finance

Financial Aid

Financial aid
notice of award

FINC
FIRS
FLAC
FOE

FORL
Formative
assessment

FREN

Faculty Center for Teaching and Learning. FCTL
resides within the Division of Libraries, Academic
Technology and Online Learning. The Center
employs two Instructional Designers. Their goal is to
foster an environment of teaching, learning and
assessment as an integral component of the
College’s on-site and online instruction. Duties
include analysis, design, implementation, and
evaluation of all aspects of instructional design, as
well as workshop development and facilitation
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act. A
federal law that gives students access to their
education records, the opportunity to seek to have
the records amended, and some control over the
disclosure of information from their personal
records.
The Finance Office manages Accounting,
Accounts Payable, Budget, Endowment
Management, Financial Reporting, Information
Technology, Telecommunication and Payroll.
Scholarships, grants, loans, and work funds to help
students pay for their educational costs. An
application for financial aid must be made each
year.
Document generated by the Office of Student
Services that informs that a student of the financial
aid awarded to them for the academic year.
Students will need to sign and return the award
notice to the Office of Student Services to indicate
their acceptance of the financial aid package.
Finance.
Faculty in residence as part of the Faculty Center
for Teaching and Learning.
Faculty load and compensation module of the ERP.
Foundations of Excellence. A model for engaging
postsecondary institutions in a voluntary,
comprehensive self-study, improvement planning,
and change implementation process focused
specifically on the totality of the beginning college
experience.
Foreign Language.
A process used by teachers and students during
instruction that provides feedback to adjust
ongoing teaching and learning to improve
students' achievement of intended instructional
outcomes. Formative assessment has the following
characteristics: frequent, used to plan next steps in
instruction, descriptive feedback in student friendly
language, and involves students.
French.
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Fresh Start

FRSM

FTFT
Full-time status

GCC

General
Education
Curriculum

GMH
GPRC
GradPASS

Fresh Start is an opportunity to earn a
baccalaureate degree with forgiveness for past
performance at Mercy College. This readmission
option recognizes that maturity shifts priorities and
improves the chances for successfully completing a
degree program.
Freshman Seminar. This is a General Education
course in which reading, thinking, and information
literacy competencies are introduced, reinforced
and assessed. Each section of FRSM 101 focuses on
a particular topic; students analyze assigned
readings, prepare and respond to arguments
related to the topic, and complete projects that
require research and assessment of relevant print
and online sources. This course is required of all
entering freshmen and of transfer students with 30
credits or less.
First time, full time undergraduate student.
Full-time status is generally defined as minimally 12
credits per term for an Undergraduate student. For
Graduate students, full-time status is minimally 9
credits per term for semester and trimester
programs; and 6 credits per term for quarter term
programs.
Graduate Curriculum Committee. The Graduate
Curriculum Committee reports to the Faculty
Senate and advises the Graduate Council about all
matters pertaining to peer review of proposed new
curricula and new courses. This committee will
review, approve or disapprove all curricula and
course proposals for design and content,
curriculum-related assessment; that is, the review of
intended outcomes, assessment criteria, and
assessment procedures in courses, and related
matters.
The General Education Curriculum is the roadmap
of courses required for a student to qualify for a
Bachelor’s degree in Liberal Arts. The General
Education Curriculum ensures students have a
certain breadth of knowledge and develop the
basic competencies that support continued growth
and achievement in careers and in the professions.
Gratia Maher Hall, Dobbs Ferry campus.
Graduate program review committee.
Graduate and Professional Academic Support
Services. The Graduate Professional and Academic
Support Services (PASS) program is designed to
foster graduate student persistence and provide
graduate students with the professional
development required to become employees of
choice in their communities. This innovative
program tailors best-practice retention tools to a
diverse population of graduate students and builds
their professional skills, confidence, and strategies
for success. Graduate PASS is funded by a federal
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grant from the U.S. Department of Education and is
the only Title V-supported program for graduate
students in the Northeast.

Health & Natural
Sciences, School
of
Help Desk

HIST

The School of Health and Natural Sciences offers
study in the fields of health professions, biology,
health science, and clinical laboratory science.
Technical support provided to all faculty, staff and
students who are using college resources provided
by Information Technology services. The Helpdesk
can be reached at helpdesk@mercy.edu or x7526.
Higher Education Opportunity Program. HEOP
currently serves more than 200 academically and
financially disadvantaged students through an
integrated program of support services designed to
increase their chances of success. Services include
a pre-freshman summer program, tutoring, personal
and academic counseling, financial aid and a
wide range of cultural activities.
History.

HLSC

Health Science.

HONR

Honors Project.

HR

HUMN

The Office of Human Resources is dedicated to
recruiting a talented, high caliber staff and working
with managers to develop and retain these
employees. HR supports staff in professional
development, provides guidance in terms of
benefits and salaries, and helps to make Mercy
College a positive place to work. HR works with
managers to promote and discipline staff, ensure
compliance and assist in support of the College’s
goals.
Headcount registration report as noted on student
course registration.
Humanities.

IASP

Cybersecurity.

IDEA survey

IE

The IDEA Student Ratings of Instruction system,
factors out extraneous circumstances and focuses
on student learning of 12 specific objectives. As a
result, The IDEA Center tailors each report to fit the
instructor's selected learning objectives and offers
recommendations for improvement.
Institutional Effectiveness.

INB Banner

Internet native banner.

HEOP

HREG/SCR
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INBU

International Business.

Indirect
assessment

Indirect methods of evaluating student learning
involve data that are related to the act of learning,
such as factors that predict or mediate learning or
perceptions about learning, but do not reflect
learning itself.
The Mercy College Information Assurance
Education Center has been established to respond
to the call for protecting our national strategy assets
by providing qualified IA professionals as well as a
repository for educators, researchers and
practitioners to exchange ideas and to work
together.
Develops and leads fundraising activities, annual
and capital campaigns, planned and major gifts,
and communications about these fund-raising
efforts. Institutional Advancement follows up on
opportunities to increase awareness of the College
and obtain funding from the community, alumnae
and others.
International Relations and Diplomacy.

Information
Assurance
Education Center

Institutional
Advancement

IRDP
IT

ITAL
JRSM

LAWS
Learning Center
Learning Incomes

LFAC
Liberal Arts, School
of
LLC

This department manages information technology
in order to ensure the development and
implementation of cost-effective systems and
efficient computer operations to meet current and
future requirements of the College. They provide
support to staff and faculty in the areas of data
processing, telecommunications and related
functions.
Italian.
Junior Seminar. The Junior Seminar is designed as a
general education capstone course to be taken by
all Mercy College students as a requirement for
graduation.
Law.
See CAE.
Learning incomes are the competencies and
knowledge in placed before new learning
processes being. Students whose learning inputs are
properly aligned to a course have a high rate of
successfully completing the course because they
have the prerequisite knowledge to build upon in
the course.
Life Achievement.
The School of Liberals Arts offers study in the fields of
Humanities, Mathematics and Computer
Information Science, and Music and Fine Arts.
Library Learning Commons. Provides access to
collections that include: Over 200,000 books and ebooks; Over 1,000 periodicals and magazines;
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MATH
McNair

MEDA
MeH
Mercy Connect

multiple web based databases with access to full
text articles from over 10,000 electronic journals,
and; audiovisual and Media resources.
Mathematics.
The Mercy College McNair Scholars Program
targets low-income, first-generation students and
those who are from groups underrepresented in
graduate education. The purpose of the program is
to provide enriching experiences that prepare
eligible students for doctoral study.
Media.

MGMT

Mercy Hall, Dobbs Ferry campus.
The College's secure intranet that provides a portal
students, faculty and administrative staff to check
e-mail, register for courses, and explore the Internet.
Management.

MH
Mission
MKTG

Main Hall, Dobbs Ferry campus.
The organization's core purpose, what it does.
Marketing.

MPN
MT

Master Promissory Note.
Manhattan campus. Located at 66 West 35th
Street, New York, NY 10001 (between 5th and 6th
avenues).
Music Technology.

MTEC
MTWRF

MUSI

Course Schedule Abbreviations for Monday (M),
Tuesday (T), Wednesday (W), Thursday (R), Friday
(F), Saturday (S) and Sunday (U).
Music.

MW

Monday and Wednesday.

NCAA

National Collegiate Athletic Association. A nonprofit organization that organizes collegiate sports in
the United States and Canada. Mercy College
competes in the NCAA at the Division II level.
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education.
The process of determining a student's eligibility for
financial aid according to federal, state, and
institutional policies and procedures. It involves
establishing a student's Cost of Attendance (COA),
determining the Expected Family Contribution
(EFC), and subtracting the EFC from these expenses
to determine a student's financial need.
A higher education consulting firm that helps
campuses achieve their goals in enrollment
management and student success.
National Survey of Student Engagement.

NCATE
Need analysis

Noel-Levitz

NSSE
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NURS

Nursing.

OBO

Office of Business Operations. Also known as
Student Accounts. Generates billing statements for
all students, manages collections of former
students, processes discounts and third-party
contracts, and manages private and restricted
scholarships.
Occupational Therapy.

OCTR
ODS

Online (ONL)
OSS

The Office of Disability Services works with students
with temporary and permanent disabilities in order
to assure that college services are delivered
equitably and efficiently to all of its students.
Course is taught fully via an online setting.

OT

The Student Services Office supports students in:
registration, financial aid, academic advising (both
undergraduate and graduate), transcripts and
graduation, and more. Within Student Services,
Business Operations is responsible for student billing
and revenue collection – including monthly
payment plans, discounts, deferred tuition
payments and more. Within Student Services,
Systems Management Operations ensures the
timely global processing & reconciliation of
financial aid; transcripts; degree audits; etc.
Student Services assists students with registering,
applying for financial aid, deciding on academic
programs and course sequencing, and helps with
numerous records and other issues that arise as a
student progresses toward graduation. Student
Services liaises with faculty and other departments
to support the students’ success.
Occupational Therapy.

PA

Physician's Assistant.

PACT

Personalized Achievement Contract. PACT is a
personal approach to student success that is
customized to each person's goals, integrated
(academic, financial, career, personal) through a
single point of contact and focused on results
(persistence to degree and career). PACT mentors
guide the student from freshman to senior year. The
program includes internships and workshops on
topics ranging from public speaking to interviewing
to resume development, as well as an online
portfolio component. PACT also cultivates
employer partnerships, internships and mentoring
opportunities to give students even greater access
to new opportunities.
Personnel Action Form. Utilized by the College when
hiring, terminating, and promoting individuals. It
includes the following information: person's name;

PAF
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PARA
People Admin

title, department, effective date, rational, funding
source, effective date and the respective approval
signatures.
Paralegal.

PHED

A software vendor specializing in talent
management solutions. Their products are currently
utilized for Mercy College’s on-line application
system and will be engaged for Position
Descriptions and Performance Management
activities.
Physical Education.

PHIL

Philosophy.

PHYS

Physics.

POLS

Political Science.

PR

Public Relations.

PRF

PSYN

Personnel Request Form. Utilized by the College
when an area makes a request to hire a person for
a position. It includes the following information:
department, funding source, title, advertising
requirements, person who held position prior, and
finally the approval signatures.
Psychology.

PT

Physical Therapy.

Public Relations,
Office of

The Office of Public Relations places news and
feature stories about the work of faculty and
students in the public media, and positions faculty
as expert commentators on issues in the public
domain. They highlight the work of faculty, students,
staff and alumni for the extended College
community. The Office of Public Relations answers
journalists' questions about the College, as well as
arranges for and coordinates interviews and video
or photo shoots. They publicize and handle media
relations for major events, provide media training
for faculty and administrators, and serve as a liaison
between faculty experts and media outlets.
Establishes policies and procedures for the College
community and ensures that employees adhere to
them. For example, Purchasing manages the
process for selecting a new vendor (sending out
RFP’s), negotiating preferred supplier agreements
and insuring price quotes are obtained and
submitted to Chief Operating Officer for review.

Purchasing
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RA

Raiser's Edge
RD

RELG
Residence Hall
Council

Residential Life

RFP
RN
RN-to-BSN

Room numbers

Roy Disney Studio
for Animation
Studies

Resident Assistants are students who live in the
residential areas and serve on the Residential Life
staff. They are resources for their peers by answering
questions about the campus, explaining and
enforcing college policies, sponsoring floor and/or
hall activities, and promoting a sense of community
on the floor and in the building. Resident Assistants
complete an extensive training program and can
help residents with many concerns, such as
roommate conflicts and personal, social or
academic problems.
A software for monitoring fundraising utilized by
Institutional Advancement.
The Resident Director supervises the Resident
Assistant staff and is very familiar with student needs
and concerns in a community living environment.
Students should feel free to speak with the Resident
Director about any problems or concerns they
have.
Religion.
The Residence Hall Council acts as the organized
representative of the resident students and
organizes, promotes and directs academic, social,
cultural and recreational activities for the general
welfare of the residents. All resident students are
automatically members of their Residence Hall
Council and are urged to take an active part in the
Council. All resident students are eligible for
election as Council representatives on the
Residence Hall Council Board.
The Residential Life Program is designed to provide
students with living facilities and activities that
enhance and extend formal classroom education.
The Mercy College Residential Area is composed of
a traditional residence hall on the Dobbs Ferry
campus, as well as several off-campus locations
contracted by the College.
Request for proposal.
Registered Nurse.
Bachelor of Science degree in nursing designed for
registered nurses who have graduated from an
associate's degree or a diploma program in nursing.
Each room within the Mercy College campuses is
assigned a specific room number (e.g. MH203 is
Mercy Hall, room 203 at the Dobbs Ferry campus).
Digital labs and traditional drawing studios for the
Computer Arts and Design program located at the
Manhattan campus.
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Rubric

Safety

SAR

Self-service

SINC
SLOs

SMO

Social &
Behavioral
Sciences, School
of

A scoring tool that explicitly represents the
performance expectations for an assignment or
piece of work. It provides details of what students
are expected to know and do. A rubric divides the
assigned work into component parts and provides
clear descriptions of the characteristics of the work
associated with each component, at varying levels
of mastery. Rubrics can be used for a wide array of
assignments: papers, projects, oral presentations,
artistic performances, group projects, etc. Rubrics
can be used as scoring or grading guides, to
provide formative feedback to support and guide
ongoing learning efforts, or both.
The Safety Office provides security and protection
for all students, faculty, staff and visitors on campus.
Safety works with the local police and EMS
agencies to provide a network of protection for
people on Mercy College’s campuses.
Student Aid Report. Confirmation report generated
as a result of filing the Free Application for Federal
Student Aid (FAFSA). This multi-page document
reiterates the information submitted by the student
and reports of the Expected Family Contribution
(EFC).
Self-service is an online Banner support system for
students, faculty and administration. All Mercy
students, alumni and employees have a unique
logon and password to Self-service. Students may
access their records (from registration, to billing, to
financial aid, etc.); faculty may access their course
rosters, the Academic Update system, etc.; staff
members may manage their advising caseload,
process purchase orders, approve budgetary
expenses, etc.
Science.
Student Learning Outcomes. Statements describing
faculty intentions about what students should know,
understand, and be able to do with their
knowledge when they complete a course or
graduate from a program. SLOs provide evidence
that objectives have been accomplished.
Systems Management Operations. Transmits
financial aid applications and verifications,
packages all newly admitted students, awards
scholarships to applicants, reconciles federal, state
and institutional funds, and files federal and state
aid reports. Confers degrees, maintains course and
classroom schedules, processes transcripts and
diplomas, and maintains academic records.
The School of Social and Behavioral Sciences offers
study in the fields of Counseling, Social Sciences,
and Psychology and Social Work.
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SOCL

Sociology.

SOWK

Social Work.

SPAN

Spanish.

SPCM

Speech Communication.

Speech and
Hearing Center

Administered by the Communication Disorders
Department, the Speech and Hearing Center
provides comprehensive speech, language, and
audio logical evaluation and treatment services
and is a licensed by New York State as a hearing
aid dispensary.
Sports Management.

SPMG
SSN
SSSC

SSSP

Standards

STEM
STEP

Strategic
Consulting Institute

Social Security Number.
Student Services Support Center. Consists of
Admissions processing and the Admissions and OSS
call center. Maintains degree audits, processes
course substitutions, and maintains and processes
transfer credit articulations. The Student Services
Support Center supports the Admissions, Recruiting,
and Student Services Departments. It ensures the
professional and compliant counseling of students
and the processing of student records. Often, they
are the first contact point.
Special Student Services Project. SSSP provides
academic and support services to 237
academically and economically disadvantaged
students. SSSP has been successful with providing
at-risk students the services they need to succeed in
higher education, and enjoys a student retention
rate that is 20% above the college-wide retention
level of all students.
Standards refer to an established level of
accomplishment that all students are expected to
meet or exceed. Standards do not imply
standardization of a program or of testing.
Performance or learning standards may be met
through multiple pathways and demonstrated in
various ways.
Science, Technology, Engineering and Math.
Science and Technology Entry Program. STEP is
designed to increase participation of students from
under-represented populations in science and
technology oriented fields. The program provides
academic enrichment for students in grades seven
through twelve from northern Westchester
communities. STEP offers students a more intensive
exploration of mathematics and the sciences
during its Summer Academic Camp.
The Strategic Consulting Institute trains and leads
student-led teams in consulting assignments for
leading domestic and international companies; it
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Student Accounts

Student
Counseling
Services

Student
Dashboard

Student
Handbook

Summative
assessment

TAP
TBA
TMS
TR
TRiO

TT
UCC

develops consulting internships, conferences, and
competitions including the development of a
health care initiative and international alliances.
The Office of Business Operations is responsible for
student billing and revenue collection. Business
Operations oversees monthly payment plans,
discounts, deferred tuition payments, special
programs, refunds, collection of past due student
accounts and all departmental transactions.
A service for Mercy College student, the Student
Counseling Services office offers psychological
evaluation and brief treatment lasting one to six
sessions. Students in need of more intensive
treatment are referred local hospitals and clinics for
long term psychotherapy and/or medication, if
necessary. College students come to the
Counseling Services office with mental health issues
including increased stress, depression and anxiety
as well as concerns about their academic progress,
daily living, adjustment to college, or relationships
with others.
A student portal that provides a one-stop
experience for everything Mercy College students
need from financial aid and registering for classes
to filling out forms and obtaining records.
The Student Handbook is prepared by the Center
for Student Success and Engagement in
consultation with other College departments. It is a
compilation of the services, policies, practices, and
procedures that are available at the College.
Designed to determine the extent to which the
instructional goals have been achieved and is used
primarily for assigning course grades or for certifying
student mastery of the intended learning outcomes.
Typically comes at the end of a course (or unit) of
instruction.
NYS Tuition Assistance Program.
To Be Announced.
Tuition Management Systems. A vendor company
that offers tuition payment plans for students.
Tuesday and Thursday.
The Federal TRiO Programs (TRiO) are Federal
outreach and student services programs designed
to identify and provide services for individuals from
disadvantaged backgrounds.
Tenure Track. A faculty member on a tenure-track
contract is a member of the full-time core faculty.
Undergraduate curriculum committee. The purpose
of the Committee is to advise the Faculty Senate in
all matters pertaining to the curricula, as well as
review, approve and reject proposals in all such
matters.
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Upward Bound

VETC

Upward Bound provides fundamental support to
participants in their preparation for college
entrance. Upward Bound serves eligible high school
students from the Union Free School District of the
Tarrytown’s, who are preparing to enter postsecondary education. Academic assistance is
provided to participants during their school day,
after school, on Saturday’s and during a six-week
summer program. Services include tutoring, regents
review sessions, SAT preparation, college
exploration and cultural enrichment.
Process by which a student is selected by the US
Department of Education to verify his or her
application for financial aid. Federal regulations
require aid administrators to verify financial aid
applications by comparing reported data with
income tax returns and other documentation.
Financial aid awards will not be credited to student
accounts until verification is complete.
Veterinary Technology.

VH
VIC
WP
Xtender

Verrazano Hall, Dobbs Ferry campus.
Victory Hall, Dobbs Ferry campus.
White Plains campus (now closed).
ERP imaging module.

YH

Yorktown Heights campus. Located at 2651 Strang
Boulevard, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598.

Verification
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